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Enormous efforts have been made in seeking alternative pathways to more ef
fectively use solar energy. Organic solar cells, composed essentially of carbon-based
organic molecular materials, have attracted considerable scientific and industrial at
tentions because of their economic and environmental benefits. It is advantageous to
have the comprehension of the molecular structures and interfacial morphologies for
these active molecular materials on substrates in the nanoscale regime.
Controlling the heterostructures of the molecular donor and acceptor materials is
essential to overcoming the efficiency bottleneck in organic photovoltaics. Molecular
self-assembly on patterned substrates provides a bottom-up approach to create wellcontrolled molecular heterojunctions and a pathway to engineer the donor-acceptor
interface at the molecular level. I present a study of the self-assembly of function
alized pentacenes (6,13-dichloropentacene) and fullerenes (Ceo) into a layer-by-layer
heterojunction on a stepped gold vicinal surface Au(788) by scanning tunneling mi

xxxiv

croscopy (STM ) characterizations and density functional theory (D F T ) calculations.
Au(788) is a vicinal surface of A u (lll) and exhibits complex reconstruction pat
terns that provide a natural template for organic molecular self-assembly. The 6,13dichloropentacene (DCP) molecules, optimized for photovoltaic applications, form a
striking long-range ordered self-assembled monolayer (SAM ) on a stepped Au(788)
vicinal surface. The SAM resembles a perfect brick-wall pattern with the long-axis
parallel to the step edges. This DCP SAM serves as the electron-donor layer. Sub
sequently deposited Ceo molecules form long parallel chains with a rectangular ar
rangement atop the intact DCP SAM on Au(788). The Ceo molecular chain is com
mensurate (3:2) with the DCP lattice along the long axis: three fullerenes line up
with two DCP molecules. The Ceo adlayer serves as the electron-acceptor layer. The
novel organic-metal and organic donor-acceptor inter facial interactions, as well as
the adsorption geometry, have been explored by D FT. The interaction between the
Ceo molecules and the gold substrate is well screened by the DCP monolayer. The
perfectly ordered DCP SAM is unaffected by the Ceo chain formation. The charge
transfer and dipole moment between the Ceo and DCP monolayer interface have been
calculated by D FT. Superior electronic transport properties are expected for these
well-ordered bilayer heterojunctions for a potential improvement of the photovoltaic
efficiency.
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1.1

h a p te r

1

n t r o d u c t io n

Background

Nanotechnology is an interdisciplinary field that manipulates individual atoms and
molecules, aiming for building new materials and molecular devices. It is defined
as “the understanding and control of matter at the nanoscale, at dimensions be
tween approximately 1 and 100 nanometers, where unique phenomena enable novel
applications ” by the National Nanotechnology Initiative (N N I) [14]. Nanotechnol
ogy involves very diverse research fields of science and technology, such as surface
science, organic chemistry, molecular biology, medical applications, drug delivery,
energy applications, semiconductor physics, thin-film devices, materials engineering,
micro-fabrication, and molecular self-assembly.
The concept of nanotechnology can be dated back to Richard Feynman’s leg
endary speech “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom” in the late 1950s [15]. Con
currently, Arthur von Hippel coined the term of “molecular engineering” to advance
future electronics [16]. Norio Taniguchi invented the term of “nanotechnology” to
describe machining of materials within atomic-scale precision in 1974 [17]. However,
it was not until 1981, with the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM )
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which provided unprecedented visualization of individual atoms [18,19], that modern
nanotechnology began. As K. Eric Drexler describes the development in his 1986
book: Engines of Creation: The Coming Era of Nanotechnology [20], it is indeed
the era of nanotechnology. W ith the development of STM , individual atoms were
successfully manipulated in 1989 [21], which became monumental to nanotechnol
ogy [22]. Carbon-based nanomaterials such as fullerenes were discovered in 1985 [23].
Fullerenes together with the subsequent discovery of carbon nanotubes (1991) and
recently successful separation of single-layer graphene [24,25] are considered building
blocks in nanotechnology and have enormous applications for nanoscale electronics
and devices. A more complete and interesting timeline for the milestones of nan
otechnology development can be found on the website of the N N I [26].
Surface science is closely associated with nanotechnology. It deals with physi
cal and chemical phenomena that occur at the interface of two different phases (e.g.
solid, liquid, or gas phase). Surface science plays an important role in many practical
applications such as catalysis on surfaces, semiconductor device fabrication, efficient
solar cells, thin-film electronics and molecular self-assembly on surfaces. Among each
of these applications, the understandings of the atomic structures of surfaces and
the nanoscale interactions/reactions on surfaces are greatly appreciated and advance
these technologies forward. W ith the unprecedented surface sensitive technique —
STM, which enables scientists to “see” individual atoms — surface scientists are
among the pioneers of nanotechnology. Famous surface scientist E. Ward Plummer
said “Surfaces are the playground of solid state physics” [27]. Here, as an exten
sion, I think surfaces are also the playground for nanotechnology in some aspects,

e.g. molecular self-assembly at surfaces. I am in a surface science research group and
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ray research project is to conduct molecular self-assembly on surfaces at a nanoscale
regime towards more efficient organic solar cells. In the next two sections, I will
introduce organic solar cells and molecular self-assembly in detail.

1.2

Organic Photovoltaics

Organic electronics hold the prospect of lowering manufacturing costs and extending
fabrication scale through increased flexibility on substrates. The research of sus
tainable organic electronics is cutting-edge and has undergone rapid development
in recent years. Comparing to conventional silicon-based electronics, organic elec
tronics use carbon-based organic materials as the building blocks and often build
the foundation in a bottom-up fashion, i.e., through assembling and manipulating
pre-engineered, functionalized molecules to achieve certain architecture or function
ality [28,29]. Some of the most promising organic electronic devices based on small
molecules are organic field effect transistors (O FE T) [30-32], organic light-emitting
diodes (O LED) and organic photovoltaics (O PV) [33-36]. Figure 1-1 shows schematic
drawings of the basic structures for these three devices.
Among those devices, organic photovoltaics (O PV) have attracted considerable
scientific and industrial attention in relation to today’s energy crisis. One major
drawback which hinders the development of O PV is their relatively low energy con
version efficiency compared to conventional silicon-based solar cells.

The highest

energy efficiency reported up-to-date (April, 2013) for O PV is ~12% by a Germanybased company Heliatek [37], while the best efficiency of crystalline silicon solar cells
is around 27% (approaching the 29% theoretical maximum efficiency) according to the
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Orangic Material*
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OPV motto

(B)

(C)

Figure 1-1: Schematics for basic device structures of organic thin film electronics: (A)
organic field effect transistors (O FET) (B) organic light-emitting diode (O LED) (C)
organic photovoltaics (O PV). Electrode layer IT O (Indium Tin Oxide) is an optical
transparent and electrical conductive material.
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National Renewable Energy Laboratory, see Figure 1-2 and Ref. [38]. How to more
efficiently convert and utilize solar energy has become one of the most popular areas
in O PV research. It involves a myriad of collaborative efforts among the research
fields of surface science, materials science, physics, chemistry, and nanotechnology.
The solar cell energy conversion efficiency (rj) is defined as the ratio between the
output electric power (Pout) and the input solar power (Pin) [39]. There are basically
two types of structure concepts employed in O PV cells. One type contains a single
organic layer sandwiched between two metal electrodes with different work functions
[40]. The other type consists of two different organic materials (electron donor and
acceptor), forming either a bilayer heterojunction or a bulk heterojunction sandwiched
between electrodes [41]. Figure 1-3 illustrates the basic working principles of the
two types of O PV cells. When the organic semiconductive materials in the active
layer of the O PV absorb photons, excitons (electron-hole pairs) are generated [42].
The excitons then diffuse into a region where they dissociate into free electrons and
holes due to the internal electric fields. The generated charges hop from molecule to
molecule and eventually to electrodes. This way, the conversion from solar energy to
electric energy is completed. During each step of the energy conversion process, many
factors affect the efficiency, such as active layer surface areas, the materials’ chargecarrier mobilities, the materials’ light absorption coefficients, the excitons diffusion
length in the active layers, the internal charge separation electric fields, and the band
gaps between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HO M O ) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUM O ).
In O PV devices, the first challenge is the facile degradation of the organic ma
terials. Second, compared to crystalline inorganic silicon based solar cells, organic
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Figure 1-2: Conversion efficiencies of best research solar cells worldwide (1976-2013)
for various photovoltaic technologies, updated on March 7, 2013, by L.L. Kazmerski.
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Figure 1-3: The schematic band structure diagrams for organic photovoltaics: (A) a
single organic material layer OPV. (B) two material donor-acceptor heterojunction
OPV. In molecular orbital theory, HOMO and LUMO are denoted as highest occupied
molecular orbital and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, respectively. They reflect
the electron probability distributions in molecular semiconductors. The HOMO and
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anode and holes to the cathode to supply an external load.
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materials usually have poorer charge carrier mobilities [30], smaller exciton diffusion
lengths due to the disordered or amorphous phases [34], and generally higher exciton
binding energies and larger band gaps [42]. These bottlenecks need to be overcome
in order to improve the efficiency in OPVs. On one hand, the shelf life and the in
trinsic properties of organic molecules can be improved by engineering functionalized
molecules. On the other hand, nanoscale morphology in the active layers plays a cru
cial role in improving O PV device efficiencies. An ordered crystalline structure at the
molecular level could combine all single molecular orbitals (e.g. electron 7r-bonding
orbitals in aromatic molecules) into a two dimensional electron orbital network and
this could further delocalize electrons and increase electron mobilities. An ordered
nanostructure in organic layers could also help excitons diffuse more easily, and max
imize interface area between organic/organic or organic/metal layers in order to ease
charge separation and transport.
The tasks of increasing the O PV efficiency ultimately focus on understanding the
O PV materials’ structural and electronic properties and their thin-film morphologies
in the nanoscale regime of individual molecules. In my Ph.D. research, I assemble
functionalized organic molecules, designed for OPVs, into highly ordered monolayer
films (one single molecular layer thick) and heterojunctions (interfaces of two kinds
of molecular films) by adjusting the interaction forces between molecules or between
molecule and substrate [43,44]. This approach is called molecular self-assembly since
no external forces or tools are applied. It is a bottom-up approach to create wellordered, well-controlled nanostructures and thin films for molecular electronics ap
plications [1,28]. A detailed description of the molecular self-assembly method is
introduced in the next section. An essential understanding of the growth mechanisms
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of molecules on substrates and of how the intermolecular and molecule-substrate in
teractions w ill reflect their final structure must be achieved prior to the design and
fabrication of more efficient O PV devices.

1.3

M olecular Self-Assembly

Self-assembly is a natural pathway to form patterns or structures from pre-existing
components without external forces. The concept of self-assembly spreads throughout
nature and technology [45,46]. It is, however, particularly important in nanotech
nology. George M . Whitesides remarked “self-assembly is one of the few practical
strategies for making ensembles of nanostructures and it is therefore an essential part
of nanotechnology” [45]. When the self-assembled components are molecules, the
self-assembly process is called molecular self-assembly. Molecular self-assembly is de
fined as “the spontaneous association of molecules under equilibrium conditions into
stable, structurally well-defined aggregates joined by noncovalent bonds” [47].
The noncovalent interactions in molecular self-assembly typically include van der
Waals [48], dipole-dipole [49], hydrogen bonding [50], electrostatic [51,52], and substratemediated interactions [53-55].

They are weak interactions compared to covalent

bonding. Typical values of these interaction strengths are of the order of tenth of
electron volt (1 eV = 23.06 kcal/mol) and distances are of the order of tenth of
nanometer, which are listed in Table 1.1 [1]. In contrast, a typical covalent bond
strength can be in a range of 2 to 5 eV. It rarely breaks once formed. Thus, the
superstructure formed due to a strong covalent bonding is usually not characterized
as a self-assembled structure.
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Table 1.1: Some noncovalent interactions in molecular self-assembly, with typical
interaction strengths and distances. These values can vary depending on different
systems. They are adapted from Ref. [1].
Types of interaction
Van der Waals
Dipole-dipole
Hydrogen bonding
Electrostatic
Substrate-mediated
Reconstruction-mediated

Energy range
~0.1 eV
0.1-0.5 eV
0.1-0.7 eV
0.1-2.5 eV
~0.1 eV
~1 eV

Distance
< 1 nm
0.15-0.30 nm
0.15-0.35 nm
long range, several nm
up to several nm
short, system dependent

Surfaces are the playground for molecular self-assembly. Molecules are predom
inantly self-assembled at a surface or interface of a solid-state substrate. The final
nanostructure formation is dictated by a delicate balance of intermolecular interac
tions and molecule-substrate interactions. Figure l-4(a) is a cartoon illustration of
these interactions. The kinetic energy (£ *) of molecules should overcome the diffu
sion barrier (Ed) on the substrate, but not exceed the binding energy (Eb) of the
molecules on the substrate. The intermolecular interaction (Ei ) should be slightly
larger than the kinetic energy ( Ek ), allowing the formation of a thermodynamic equi
librium structure. The strength of these energies for molecular self-assembly is in the
following order: Eb > Et > Ek > Ed [56], see an illustration in Figure l-4(b ).
There are two types of adsorption mechanisms for molecules on surfaces, namely
the physisorption and chemisorption [57]. The physisorption of molecules on surfaces
is dominated by a noncovalent van-der-Waals type interaction, which is in the regime
of molecular self-assembly. On the other hand, the chemisorption of molecules on
surfaces involves the creation of covalent bonds and is usually not classified as molec
ular self-assembly. However, when the diffusion rate of the substrate atoms is high

(e.g. in metal substrates), the compound of the chemisorbed molecule and the bonded
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(a)

Interactions that determine
molecular adsorption geometries:
• intermolecular interactions (vdw, apote, H-bondmg. ate)
• molecule-substrate interactions (phytl-orch«m l4 orptlon)
• substrate-mediated Interactions (*.g. atap, ate)

(b)

UJ

Lateral distance on a surface
Figure 1-4: (a) An cartoon illustration shows various possible geometries for an aro
matic molecule adsorbed on a stepped surface. The final adsorption geometry will
be determined by delicate interactions between molecules or between the molecule
and substrate, (b) Several energies are involved in the molecular self-assembly on
a surface. The binding energy ( E t) establishes a potential well that confines the
molecules on the surface. The kinetic energy (£ *) of molecules and the intermolecu
lar interaction energy (E i) should not exceed the binding energy (Eb), however, they
must overcome the diffusion barrier energy (Ed) of the surface, which is indicated by
periodic corrugations.
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substrate atom can move together to form ordered structures, which may involve sur
face reconstructions. This is characterized as a special case for the self-assembly of
chemisorbed molecules [56]. A classical example of the self-assembled monolayers of
chemisorbed species is alkane thiols on A u (lll) , which involves a covalent sulfur-gold
bond [58].
W ith above complicated interactions involved, detailed intermolecular interactions
and molecule-substrate interactions must be understood in order to control the molec
ular self-assembly. M y research focuses on understanding the detailed interactions be
tween organic aromatic molecules, fullerenes, and metallic substrates [43,44]. These
molecules are suitable for fundamental studies because they are prone to self-assemble
into well-ordered thin film structures on metallic substrates [59]. This research has a
great technological importance in advancing small-molecule based O PV cells.

1.4

M otivation

The previous two sections (section 1.2 and 1.3) have led a way towards my research
motivation: utilizing the molecular self-assembly technique to assemble organic pho
tovoltaics. I propose to study novel thin-film organic semiconductive materials that
form the active layers in model organic solar cells and unravel the origins of their struc
ture formation at molecular levels. I forge these novel components to self-assemble
into highly ordered molecular layers with unique transport properties (i.e. supreme
charge carrier mobilities), and provide theoretical models for these structural and
electronic properties.
Figure 1-5 captures the essence of my research motivation and approach. The
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Graphene
STM Tip

•

•

Electrode (Graphene Layer)

STM Investigation

OPV Schematic

Figure 1-5: This schematic captures the essence of my research motivation and ap
proach: the gold substrate is used to host the molecular self-assembly and act as
the bottom-electrode, the pentacene derivatives are assembled as the electron donor
layer, and the fullerenes are assembled as the electron acceptor layer. Potentially, a
transparent graphene layer could be assembled on top as the top-electrode to form a
complete model organic solar cell. UH V STM and D F T is used to investigate their
structural and electronic properties at the molecular level.
gold substrate is used as the bottom electrode to host the molecular self-assembly
for organic semiconductive molecules. The self-assembled Ceo fullerenes can function
as an electron-acceptor, sandwiched between a self-assembled acenes layer as the
electron-donor and a transparent top electrode (potentially in the form of a graphene
sheet).

Together, it represents a model organic solar cell that can be epitaxially

grown, compatible with current wafer-based technologies.
The molecular self-assembly experiments are performed in ultrahigh vacuum (U H V)
in order to have ultimate control over the growth conditions and the integrity of the
molecular materials.

Variable-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM )

and density functional theory (D F T ) are used to characterize the atomic structure
of the molecular layers, the electronic orbitals and gaps, and their charge transfer
properties.
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M y research objectives are: (1) to fabricate self-assembled organic molecular nano
structures, (2) to further the fundamental understanding of their formation at the
molecular level, (3) to study their geometrical and electronic properties, and (4) to
predict how these structural and electronic characters will affect device performance.

1.5

Dissertation Structure

• Chapter 1, introduce the background and motivation for the molecular selfassembly in nanotechnology towards organic photovoltaics applications.

• Chapter 2, introduce the methods employed in this research, including ultrar
high vacuum (U H V ) instrumentations, scanning tunneling microscopy(STM)
and density functional theory (D FT).

• Chapter 3, present the study of atomic structures for clean metal surfaces,
including Bismuth (100) and Gold (111) and (788), as potential substrates for
pentacene self-assembly.

• Chapter 4, present the study of organic molecular self-assembly on metal sur
faces, including assembling the electron-donor molecules DCP and the electronacceptor molecules C6o on vicinal Au(788) surface.

• Chapter 5, demonstrate the “state of the art” layer-by-layer assembly for organic
molecular donor-acceptor heterojunctions on metal surfaces.

• Chapter 6, detail the D F T simulations for geometric and electronic structures
of the donor-acceptor/gold substrate 3-component system.
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• Chapter 7, summarize the main results and the significance of this research and
present an outlook to future work.
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C hapter 2
M ethods

2.1

U ltrah ig h Vacuum (U H V ) Instrum entations

2.1.1

O verview

Nanoscience deals with individual atoms and molecules. The delicacy and precision
of nanoscience requires controlled conditions to minimize the contamination from air
molecules. Therefore, all the experiments axe carried out in a pristine environment
of an ultrahigh vacuum (U H V ) chamber. The base pressure in the UH V chamber
is l.O xlO -10 mbax as opposed to ~ l.O xlO 3 mbar for the atmospheric pressure. We
have three primary stages to achieve this extreme low pressure. First, a mechanical
pump is used to pump the chamber down to l.O xlO -3 ~ l.O x 10~4 mbax. Sec
ond, a turbomolecular pump is employed to pump the chambei down to l.O xlO -6 ~
l.O xlO -10 mbar. Finally, the ion pump is used to remove the residual gases in the
chamber in a vibration free manner, by which ideally a final pressure of l.O xlO -10 ~
l.O xlO -11 mbax will be achieved in UH V chamber. Meanwhile, a titanium sputtering
pump (TSP) is used in addition to the ion pump to regularly absorb the residual gas
molecules.
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In order to achieve ultrahigh vacuum, the initial pumping also involves a bake-out
procedure, since the pump alone can not remove the water molecules adsorbed on the
inner wall of the chamber. A bake-out procedure, in which the chamber is heated to
a temperature ~120 °C by outside heaters, can evaporate the water and accelerate
the pumping.
Every pumping stage is equipped with a vacuum gauge to monitor the pressure. A
Pirani gauge or a thermocouple gauge, measuring the pressure from the atmospheric
pressure to 10-3 mbar, is attached to the rough line. The preparation chamber is
equipped with a compact full range gauge from Pfeiffer® Vacuum (a combination
of Pirani gauge and cold cathode gauge), which reads the pressure ranging from
atmospheric pressure to 10-9 mbar. The main chamber has an ion gauge, which
reads from 10~4 mbar to 10-11 mbar. The main chamber is also equipped with a
Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) to measure the partial pressure of each residual gas
species in the chamber. RGA is a useful tool in analyzing the vacuum status and
diagnosing problems in the vacuum chamber. It can be used for checking water levels
after a bake-out, leakage tracing and detecting the contaminates in the chamber.

2.1.2

U H V In -S itu Sam ple P reparation

After having established the pristine ultrahigh vacuum condition, we need to clean the
sample surfaces to an extent of atomically flat surfaces. For Bi and Au, repeated cycles
of argon ion sputtering and annealing are carried out to clean the surfaces. The argon
ion sputtering is a procedure in which we fill the chamber with argon to a pressure of
10-5 mbar to 10-7 mbar, ionize the argon by an accelerate voltage and bombard the
argon ion onto the surface to lift and remove contaminates. Annealing is heating the
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sample to smooth out the surface after ion bombardment. The heating temperatures
and heating durations depend on the sample materials. Different sample surfaces have
different cleaning procedures. For example, for a Ru(0001) sample, repeated cycles of
oxygen exposure and high temperature (~1600 °C) flash annealing is required [60].
For a S i( lll) sample, the cleaning procedure requires a prolonged resistive heating for
outgassing followed by several cycles of high temperature (~1200 °C) flash annealing.
A general review of ways to prepare atomically clean surfaces of various elements is
listed in Ref. [61].

2.1.3

P hysical Vapor D ep osition for Organic M olecules

There are several ways to deposit organic molecules onto surfaces, which basically can
be classified into two categories: one is solution based techniques and the other is gas
phased approaches. Solution based techniques such as spray coating, often require
molecules to be water soluble and it is hard to control the deposition rate and amount
at a nano scale. On the other hand, organic molecules usually have the tendency
to decompose at high temperature, therefore, a high temperature chemical vapor
deposition is not applicable. Thus, a mild temperature physical vapor deposition is
selected for depositing organic molecules, which gives a more controlled fashion over
a solution based technique.
I have built several Knudsen cells which are made from tantalum (Ta) foil and
wrapped with tungsten (W ) wires. The W wires are connected to an external power
supply. Organic molecules are often in a powder form and placed in the Knudsen
cell. There is a needle sized hole

(0

~1 mm) on the Knudsen cell. In this way, the

molecules can be heated and vaporized onto sample surfaces.
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The initial trials for depositing a new organic compound usually require patience
and dedication in order to find the right power to evaporate the molecules without
any decomposition of the molecules. Careful testing for a suitable heating voltage
and current are required. Often I fixed one parameter (either voltage or current), and
varied the other one in increments of tenths of one volt/ampere or smaller amounts.
The pressure of the chamber should only have small variations, with the magnitude
kept the same during the deposition. This process of finding the appropriate power
normally takes a few days. Once the threshold power for evaporating the molecules is
established, with evidence of the molecules been seen on surfaces under scanning tun
neling microscopy (STM ), the coverage of molecules is mainly controlled by exposure
time.

2.2

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (S T M )

2.2.1

O verview

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM ) is one of the most influential and widely-used
techniques in the field of surface science. It was invented by Binning and Rohrer
at IB M in the early 1980s [18,19]. This invention earned them the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1986. STM directly provides the real-space information of atomic struc
tures of surfaces and interfaces in condensed matter, in contrast to traditional diffrac
tion based techniques which obtain the reciprocal-space information to interpret the
real-space structures. Real-space information is of special importance in the study
of non-periodic features such as surface reconstructions (Chapter 3), atomic steps
(Chapter 3) and adsorptions on surfaces (Chapter 4 and 5). Furthermore, STM is
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the predominant technique used for molecular level investigations of complex systems
such as organic molecular self-assembled monolayers (SAM) on surfaces (Chapter 4),
and organic molecular heterojunctions on surfaces (Chapter 5). I have primarily used
STM to conduct my experimental research.

2.2.2

ST M B asic Principles

The concept of STM is based on quantum tunneling. In classical mechanics, elec
trons are prohibited from traveling through potential barriers, i.e., electrons without
enough kinetic energy compared to the potential energy of the barrier (E < V ) can
not penetrate that potential barrier. However, in quantum mechanics, due to the
wave-particle duality of matter, the electrons possess both particle-like and wave-like
behaviors, in which the wave function ($') is employed to describe the quantum states.
Mathematically, the wave function is known as the probability amplitude, since the
absolute square of wave function (|^ |2) is defined as the probability that electrons
can be found in a particular space and at a given time. There is a probability that
electrons can be found on the other side of the potential barrier, which is forbid
den in classical mechanics. As a consequence, the electrons are viewed as “tunneling”
through the potential barrier. That is the essence of the STM basic working principle.
The simplest model of tunneling for the quantum theory behind STM is a one
dimensional elastic tunneling through a rectangular potential barrier shown in Fig
ure 2-1. The transmission coefficient T , which is the ratio of the transmitted current
density and the incident current density, represents the electron tunneling probability
through the barrier [62]:
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Figure 2-1: One dimensional rectangular potential barrier with a height of Vo and a
width of s.

The factor exp(—2k s ) is the dominant term. T is exponentially dependent on
the barrier width s and the square root of an effective barrier height -y/(Vo — E).
Assuming an effective barrier height of 4-5 eV, which is in the vicinity of a typical
work function value for a metal, we get the value of -2 k as -2 A -1 [62,63]. Therefore a
change of the barrier width s by 1 A will result in a change of transmission probability
by an order of magnitude. This supreme sensitivity of the tunneling transmission
probability to the barrier width gives a theoretical foundation for STM to achieve the
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extremely high resolution in imaging individual atoms.
A precise theoretical description of realistic three-dimensional STM tunneling is
more complicated, requiring an accurate description of electronic states for both tip
and sample, as well as the exact tunnel electrons’ wave functions and potentials in
the tunneling gap. Bardeen (1961) [64] developed the ‘perturbative-transfer Hamilto
nian’ formalism based on first-order time-dependent perturbation theory, where the
interaction between the two electrodes is considered weak enough to be neglected and
the tunnel current can be evaluated from the eigenfunctions and eigenenergies of tip
and sample, say ^ 1/ , 4^ ; Eu ,

= X

respectively:

E / ( ^ ) t1 - W
•/>M

~ Ev)

(2.4)

W hile the tunnel m atrix element is given by:

M vfi =

(2‘5)

Js

The above integral is over any surface So, which lies entirely within the barrier
region.

The delta function implies an elastic tunneling, f ( E ) is the Fermi-Dirac

function.
Tersoff and Hamann (T H ) (1983,1985) [65,66] were the first to apply the transfer
Hamiltonian approach to STM (equations 2.4 and 2.5), with the difficulty being in
how to model the wave functions of the surface and tip in order to get the matrix
element Mvtl. They made the assumption that the tip is spherical with a radius of
curvature R and is described by spherically symmetric s-wave functions only. The
following formalism for the tunneling conductance is obtained:
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Gt = ^ * 0 . 1 R 2e2KRps(rt , E F)
Vt

(2.6)

p,(r„ E f ) = Y , l# « (r.)|J« (& - E r )

(2.7)

V

Where pa(rt , Ep) is the local density of states (LDOS) of the sample surface at the
Fermi levelevaluated at the center position rt of the tip, k = \J2m<f>/h is the decay
length for the wavefunction in vacuum and (f> is the tunnel barrierheight relative to
the Fermi level Ep. Thus, in this model, the constant-current STM topographies have
a simple interpretation as contours of constant pa(rt ,Ep) of the surface. Also, since
|’®rt/(»'t)|2 oc e~2K(-R+z\ the exponential dependence of tunneling conductance (current)
and distance z are given by Gt =

2.2.3

oc e~2nz.

STM A pparatus

In the STM core design there is a tiny sharp metal tip, which is made of anti-corrosive
materials such as tungsten (W ) or iridium-platinum alloy (IrP t); there is a sample
surface to be investigated, which must be conductive; and there is a vacuum gap in
the vicinity of nanometer distance between the tip and sample surface. During the
operation of STM: First, the metal tip is brought ever closer to the sample surface
within a separation of only a few Angstroms. This tiny separation is so called the
tunneling contact region, where the tip and sample wave functions will overlap. Then,
a small bias voltage Vt , typically ranging from mV to few volts, is applied to the tip or
the sample. Electrons can tunnel through the vacuum region between the tip and the
sample. The electron tunnel direction depends on the polarity of Vt; it can be from
tip to sample if sample is positively biased, or from sample to tip if tip is positively
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biased. Therefore, a small tunneling current ( I t) is detected. This tunneling current

(It) is exponentially dependent on the distance z between the tip and the sample,
i.e., a tiny z variation of a few Angstroms can result in a detectable current change
of a few pA. By scanning the tip over the atomically corrugated sample surface, the
individual atoms in the surface will cause current variations. That is, the tunneling
current tends to decrease (increase) as the separation between the tip and the sample
increase (decrease). Often times, STM is operated in constant current mode, which
keeps the tunneling current constant while forcing the tip to move along the 2 direction
by a piezo motor. By monitoring the feedback signal or z voltage as a function of the
lateral tip position (x,y) during scanning, a topography image of a surface is obtained.
There are two U H V STMs in our lab, one is built in-house, with the design ex
plained in detail in Dr. Bogdan Diaconescu’s dissertation [60]. I have some experiences
in maintaining, repairing and modifying this system. The other system is commer
cially available from SPECS GmbH, Germany, from which I obtained the most useful
data.

\

/

\

Figure 2-2: SPECS® Aarhus STM in the surface science lab at UNH

The SPECS® STM was designed by the University of Aarhus, Denmark, so called
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Figure 2-3: A Schematic view of the core design in Aarhus STM: (1) Sample, (2)
Sample holder, (3) Copper clamps, (4) Tip, (5) Tip holder, (6) Piezo tube for scan
motion, (7) Rod, (8) Macor ring, (9) Piezo tube for up-down motion, (10) Quartz
balls, (11) Zener diode.
SPECS® Aarhus STM. Figure 2-2 shows this STM in our lab.

Some significant

advantages of this STM are: extreme stability, variable temperature (90 K to 400 K)
fast scanning capability, and variable scanning modes, while retaining a relative small
and compact size. Figure 2-3 shows the core design of the Aarhus STM. The T-shape
sample (1) is placed in a molybdenum holder (2) which can be removed from the
STM and which is normally held down on the STM top by clamps (3). The top
plate is thermally and electrically insulated from the STM body by three quartz
balls (10).

The tip (4) is held by a Macor holder (5) which is glued to the top

of the scanner tube (6). The outer surface of the scanner tube is partitioned into
four identical sections. When voltages of different polarities are applied to a pair
of opposite electrodes, one side contracts and the other elongates and thus the tip
can scan in the x,y direction. The z direction motion of tip is achieved by changing
the voltage of the inner un-partitioned electrode with respect to the outer ones. The
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scanner tube is glued to a rod (7), which together with the piezo tube (9), forms a
small inchworm motor used for coarse approach. The electrode of the tube is divided
into three axial rings: two small end sections and a long center section. Two bearings
are placed inside the tube under the end sections with an extremely good fit to the
rod (7). Applying a positive voltage to an electrode will clamp that electrode to
the rod whereas a negative voltage w ill free that electrode from the rod. A voltage
applied to the center electrode will cause it to expand or contract. By clamping the
low end, expanding the center section, clamping the upper end, freeing the low end,
contracting the center section, and so forth, the rod will move up or down since the
tube is fixed to the STM body by the Macor ring (8). The coarse motor moves in
steps of down to 2 A, but at maximum speed it moves up to 2 m m/min. The Zener
diode (11) is used to counterheat the STM body during cooling. (For more details,
refer to [67])

2.3

Density Functional Theory (D F T )

2.3.1

O verview

Density Functional Theory (D F T ) is a widely used quantum mechanical modeling
method to describe properties of many-body systems. Functional means functions of
another function. According to the D F T approximation, any property of a manyelectron system is a functional of the ground state electron density no(r). Therefore,
all other information in a many-electron system can be derived from the ground state
electron density no(r). It has versatile applications in physics, chemistry, materials
science, and other fields. For example, it can be used to investigate the geometric
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and electronic structures of molecules, crystals, surfaces/interfaces, as well as their
interactions such as molecules adsorption on crystal surfaces. The theory has been
developed by Kohn and Sham since 1965 [68]. In 1998, Kohn was awarded the Nobel
Prize in chemistry for his contribution in the development of D FT.
D F T is a complementary method to the STM technique used in my research. I
have used D F T to simulate the structures of single organic molecules, self-assembled
organic monolayers, molecules on metal surfaces, as well as electronic properties such
as molecular orbitals, band structures of self-assembled monolayers, and charge trans
fer and dipole moment involving these interacting systems. A ll these detailed calcu
lations and results are described in Chapter 6. In this chapter, I introduce the basics
of the D F T method.

2.3.2

T heory

Kohn and Sham (1965) [68] state that the total energy of an electron gas is a unique
function of the electron density. The Kohn and Sham equation is the following:

{ ~ V 2 + Fi<m(r) + V *[n (r)] + FIC[n (r )]} ^ (r) = ^ ( r )

(2.8)

where,

Vionir) is the ionic potential due to the positive ions;
/

f\

Vh is the Hartree potential due to the electrons: V //(r) = e2 /
Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential: V xc(r ) = —
Vxc is an approximation term, which is a crucial term in Kohn-Sham approach.
Theorists have developed many approximate functionals, such as local density ap
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proximation (LD A ), generalized gradient approximation (G G A), non-local density
formulations, and orbital-dependent functionals [69]. The development of D FT is
always geared towards a more accurate representation of the real physical problems,
for example, a non-local van der Waals interaction is often included in the exchangecorrelation term for an intermolecular interaction [70,71]. In the majority of my
calculations, either a LDA or a GGA is employed for the exchange-correlation.
After various approximations, an interacting many-electron system equates to a
system of noninteracting electrons moving in an effective potential

14/ /

due to all the

other electrons.

Veff = Vim(r) + V„ [n(r)J + Vxc[n( r)]

(2.9)

Then equation 2.8 becomes

{ - ^ V 2 + Fe //} ^ ( r ) = e<^ ( r )

(2.10)

The Kohn and Sham equation (2.8) must be solved self-consistently. The selfconsistent calculation means the calculated electronic states 'l'i(r) (and hence charge
density n (r)) will produce the electronic potential Veff that is used to construct this
Kohn and Sham equation.

2.3.3

C alculation R outine

The self-consistency flow chart is depicted in the Figure 2-4. First, the 14™ is given
by specifying the pseudopotentials of each type of atom in a system to be calculated.
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No

Yes

Figure 2-4: The flow chart of self-consistent calculations in D FT.
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Next, an initial guess of the charge density n(r ) is carried out to calculate the Hartee
potential and exchange-correlation terms in the Kohn-Sham equation 2.8. Then the
computer solves the Kohn and Sham equation to calculate a new wavefunction as
well as a new charge density. If the new charge density is self-consistent compared
to the last charge density, i.e. the difference between the two densities are within a
certain specified value, in the magnitude of 10~5-10~6 which depends on the accuracy
demanded, the computation w ill be finalized and the total energy and force will
be calculated. If self-consistency is not reached, then the program w ill go back to
generate a new charge density n(r) to repeat the calculation loop until the selfconsistent condition is satisfied. Finally, it is required to test the convergence of
physical property against the cutoff energy and Appoints, which are introduced in the
next section.

2.3.4

Specify a System to C alculate

Bravais lattice and atom ic basis
A crystal is based on periodic structures, which consists of a Bravais lattice and an
atomic basis. A Bravais lattice defines the shape of a unit cell and how it repeats; an
atomic basis defines how many atoms are in a unit cell as well as atom arrangements
and types. The structures and properties of a crystal repeat periodically in space.
The types of Bravais lattices can be found in any solid state physics textbook [69,72].

Plane-wave basis and cutoff energy
Bloch’s Theorem states the electronic wave function in a periodic solid can be
written as [69,72]:
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*n k (r)

= eikrunk(r)

(2.11)

The eik r is the wavelike part, while the tink(r) is the periodic part, where:

Unk(r) = «nk(r + R )

(2.12)

The periodic part of the wave function can be expended in terms of a discrete
plane-wave basis:

«nk(r ) = £

Ck,GeiG-r

(2.13)

G

Therefore, the wave function 2.11 is expanded as:

^nk(r) = ^ C k>Gei(k+G) r

(2.14)

G

The plane-wave basis can be represented as a grid in k-space. In theory, an infinite
plane-wave basis is required to accurately represent the wave function. However,
the coefficients Ck,G at large kinetic energy

js very small, so the plane wave

expansion can be truncated within a particular cutoff energy ( —1—1—1 < Eat)- The
choice of E at influences the accuracy in the D F T calculation. The higher the cutoff
energy, the higher the accuracy, which corresponds to a higher computational cost.
One has to increase the cutoff energy so that the calculated total energy converges.

Appoint sampling
The Bloch’s theorem allows us to only deal with the electrons at an infinite number
of fc-points within the first Brillouin zone, instead of entire zones. Furthermore, the
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electronic wave functions at close fc-points will be almost identical, so that only a
finite amount k points are needed to calculate the electronic potential and total
energy of the solid. The density of allowed k points is proportional to the volume of
the solid. The denser fc-point sampling can reduce the magnitude of errors and show
finer, sharper features such as in density of states (DOS) calculation. However, for
computation reasons, &-point sampling needs to be small. A convergence test needs
to be performed to find the balance.

Pseudopotential approxim ation
The pseudopotential approximation is a method of replacing potentials due to ion
and core electrons by an artificial potential. Most physical properties of solids depend
largely on the valence electrons rather than the core electrons. The real potential,
wave function and the corresponding pseudopotential and pseudo wave function are
sketched in Figure 2-5. According to Bloch’s theorem, the wave functions can be
expanded on a discrete plane-wave basis. To expand the tightly bound core orbitals
and to follow the rapid oscillations of wave functions of valence electrons in the
core region, a very large number of plane waves would be needed. By using the
pseudopotential approximation, the electronic wave functions can be represented by
a much smaller number of plane waves. A library of various pseudopotentials for
different elements has been developed [73].

N on-periodic structures
Calculations with plane-wave basis sets cannot be performed on a non-periodic
system. However, one can build a supercell that contains the non-periodic feature
and repeat this supercell periodically. Examples are illustrated in Figure 2-6 (left
panel) for simulation of a impurity in a bulk solid, and Figure 2-6 (right panel) for
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pseudo

Figure 2-5: Schematic of all-electron (solid lines) and pseudo-electron (dashed lines)
potentials and their wave functions. Adapted from Ref. [5]
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simulation of a surface of a solid bulk. The simulations of surfaces in my work are
constructed by this scheme: a crystal slab and a vacuum region. The vacuum region
must be wide enough so that there is no interaction of slab atoms across the vacuum
region. The crystal slab also need to be thick enough so that the two surfaces of each
slab cannot interact.
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Figure 2-6: Schematic view of supercell geometries for an impurity in a bulk solid
(left panel) and a surface of a bulk solid (right panel). The supercell (unit cell) is
enclosed by the dashed lines. Black solid circles represent impurity atoms (left panel)
and surface atoms (right panel). Open circles are the bulk atoms.

2.3.5

Program Packages and C om putational Hardware

Quantum ESPRESSO is the major program package used in my Ph.D. research.
Quantum ESPRESSO is promoted as “an integrated suite of Open-Source computer
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codes for electronic-structure calculations and materials modeling at the nanoscale. It
is based on density-functional theory, plane waves, and pseudopotentials” , according
to its website [73]. The acronym ESPRESSO is for opEn-Source Package for Research
in Electronic Structure, Simulation, and Optimization [73].
There are several other D F T based codes available to conduct calculations, such
as A B IN IT [74], SIESTA [75], VASP [76], GAUSSIAN [77]. Except for GAUSSIAN,
a molecular based code which is more popular in the field of quantum chemistry
for calculation of isolated molecules, all codes are periodic based codes which take
into consideration the periodicity of crystals. W hile SIESTA uses a local orbital
basis, A B IN IT and Quantum ESPRESSO use plane-wave bases. Prior to using the
Quantum ESPRESSO code, I have also shortly used the A B IN IT code in my work.
One advantage of Quantum ESPRESSO is that it has a G U I interface, which
makes it easy to create the input files. After generating the input files containing the
specified parameters mentioned in the above section, the calculations are implemented
in a parallel calculation mode, since the simulations involve large unit cells that a sin
gle computer cannot handle effectively. I have used a small cluster, which belongs to
Prof. Jian-Ming Tang, to preform the D F T calculations. The cluster has eight nodes
with 64 CPU and 192 GB of memory, and the cluster is managed under a structure of
SLURM, an open-source Linux cluster manager system [78]. The calculations usually
need days (without structure relaxation) or months (with structure relaxation) to be
completed depending the size of the system. Also, the usage of memory needs to
be constantly monitored during the calculations. In the events of exceeding memory
usage, the calculation w ill be interrupted. A new calculation either with increasing
memory if available or with decreasing the cutoff energy (fc-point sampling, etc.) will
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be re-assessed and re-run. A rule of thumb is to at least minimize the swap memory
usage in the cluster system during the massive calculations.
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C hapter 3
C lean

su rfac es

Bismuth and gold surfaces are good candidates to study the adsorption of organic
molecules.

3.1
3.1.1

Bism uth (100) Surface
Introduction

A closed-packed bismuth surface has served a template for the growth of pentacene,
where an interesting “standing-up” phase of pentacene has been reported [79]. A
prerequisite for utilizing Bi as templates for molecular self-assembly is the deep and
quantitative understanding of Bi surface structures. The intrinsic properties of Bi
surfaces have recently attracted considerable attention because of the remarkable
difference from the bulk: while bulk Bi is a semimetal with a very low density of states
(DOS) at the Fermi level, all the surfaces studied so fax are good reduced-dimensional
metals due to the presence of electronic surface states [80-83]. Moreover, these states
have been shown to be non-spin-degenerate due to the strong spin-orbit interaction
(SOI) in Bi [84].

This, and the semimetallic bulk character, leads to interesting
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dynamic properties [85,86]. It was suggested that the SOI was an important ingredient
for finding metallic surface states on Bi [87]. W hile symmetry requires the states to
be degenerate at some fc-points, the strong splitting gives rise to a steep dispersion
between these points. Some types of surface reconstructions, which are often observed
to remove metallic states on semiconductors, axe not permitted on Bi because of the
SOI [88] (for a recent review on Bi surfaces see [87]).
Bi(100) stands out from the other surfaces because some of the metallic surface
states penetrate very deeply into the bulk crystal, down to about 20 layers [82]. For
Bi(110), on the other hand, surface states are rather localized in the surface [89] and
for B i( lll) they are strongly localized in the first two layers. The difference between
Bi(100) and B i( lll) is particularly striking because of the similar geometric structure,
as both are pseudo-cubic (111) surfaces.
A deep penetration of surface states into the bulk, as found on Bi(100), is sig
nificant for Bi nanostructures such as thin films [79,90,91], clusters [92,93], and
nanowires [94-96] because the penetration depth of the states is of the same scale as
the size of the entire nanostructure. It has, in fact, been realized that Bi nanostruc
tures cannot be described as a semimetallic core with a metallic surface [93], even if
the core has the bulk structure, but that deeply penetrating surface states can have
a major impact on the behavior of the whole nano-object [96].
In our recent work of Bi(100) [97], we find an oscillatory interlayer relaxation
penetrating deeply into the crystal by both Low-Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)
analysis and first-principles calculations. Oscillatory relaxation is an important sur
face phenomenon first predicted by Landman et al. [98] with an electrostatic model
for simple metal surfaces. This phenomenon has been observed on fcc(llO ), bcc(100),
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hcp(1010) [99-102], and some high-index metal surfaces. An important concept in
models predicting the multilayer relaxation is that the ions follow the forces set
up by the Friedel oscillations of the itinerant electron charge density near the sur
face [98,102]. However, in the case of Bi surfaces, the physical cause for the multilayer
relaxations must be different: the bulk carriers in Bi have a very low Fermi energy
and effective mass, leading to small Fermi wave vectors [103,104]. The periodicity
for screening oscillations can be expected to be of the order of 10 nm [105], irrel
evant for an oscillation in the interlayer spacing. The simultaneous appearance of
deeply penetrating surface states and multilayer relaxations suggests that in the case
of Bi(100) the multilayer relaxations are related to the surface electronic structure,
and not to the bulk electronic structure, presenting a novel mechanism. We show
that the dangling bonds, occurring on the bulk-truncated (100) surface, are the driv
ing force for long-range relaxations that transform the surface region. The resulting
surface structure is even more similar to B i( lll) than the truncated bulk structure,
on which no nearest-neighbor bonds are broken. Thus, instead of a surface-localized
dangling bond, we observe on the (100) surface a surface state that is spread over
several layers.
A pioneering qualitative work of the surface structures of bismuth was done by
Jona [106] (1967). Our recent work on B i( lll) [107] and (110) [108], and (100) [97]
have given a comprehensive quantitative determination of bismuth surface structures.
In the following sections, I present the STM results of Bi(100) surface morphology
and atomic structures. STM results show evidence that within two possible surface
terminations of Bi(100), the one with the shorter interlayer spacing is shown to pre
vail (in section 3.1.2). The STM observations of the Bi(100) surface termination are
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good extensions to the work of Bi(100) structure determination in Dr. Jiebing Sun’s
dissertation [109]. These STM results are backed by low-energy electron diffraction
intensity versus energy (LE E D -IV ) analysis (which is detailed in Dr. Sun’s disser
tation [109]) and first-principles calculations in section 3.1.3 by our collaborators.
Experiment and theory give consistent results as to the magnitude of the relaxation.
A quantitative determination of the Bi(100) surface structure has been achieved.

3.1.2

S in g le/D o u b le Layer Terraces on B i(100) Surface

Bi(100) has a quasi-hexagonal bilayer structure with two possible surface termina
tions. Figure 3-1 shows a model of top view and side view of Bi(100) atomic surface
structure. The two possible termination spacings are indicated by short (S) layer and
long (L) layer in the side view: the short layer can terminate the surface as shown in
Figure 3-1 (b), or the long layer can terminate the surface which will basically revise
the order between S and L in Figure 3-1 (b). However, theoretical and LE E D -IV
analysis predict the short layer terminated the surface [97,109]. Here we show direct
STM observations to confirm this hypothesis.
An atomically resolved room temperature STM image of Bi(100) is shown in
Figure 3-2 (a). The small rhombus denotes the primitive unit cell. No indication of a
surface reconstruction is observed. Figure 3-2 (b) shows a typical STM image of the
Bi(100) step morphology at room temperature. W ide terraces are observed with a
width of a few hundred Angstroms. Figure 3-2 (c) depicts the height profile along the
line shown in Figure 3-2 (b), showing the step structure. Figure 3-3 shows Bi(100)
steps with an atomic resolution in a three-dimensional view. We have measured 634
random step positions of Bi(100) to get a histogram plot of the step heights shown
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Figure 3-1: Truncated-bulk structure of Bi(100). The dark solid lines indicate pseudocovalent bonds between the atoms within the bilayers, (a) Top view of the first four
atomic layers. The single mirror plane of the structure is shown as a dashed line,
(b) Side view of the first four layers parallel to the mirror plane. Dashed lines on
the first-layer atoms indicate dangling bonds. The first two interlayer spacings and
the shift between the first- and fourth-layer atoms are indicated. The short and long
interlayer spacings in the first two layers are marked by S and L, respectively.
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Figure 3-2: (a) Atomically resolved STM image of the Bi(100) surface. Sample bias
Us = +0.2 V and tunneling current It = 0.3 nA. The rhombus represents a primitive
unit cell, (b) Step morphology of Bi(100) (+1.3 V , 0.2 nA). A hump-like twin crystal
structure is visible near point B. (c) Height profile of the line BA indicated in (b).
(d) Histogram of Bi(100) step heights. The dotted curve is the Gaussian fit centered
around 3.76 A with a = 0.27 A reflecting the height fluctuations.
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in Figure 3-2 (d). A Gaussian fit (dotted curve) is applied to find the best estimated
value of 3.76 A, which is very close to the double interlayer spacing of 3.72 A in
the bulk. One interesting observation in Figure 3-2 (b) is the hump-like structure
running along the left half of the image passing point B. It is believed to be a twin
crystal structure similar to the twin microlayers observed on the B i( lll) [110] and
S b (lll) [111] surfaces. The STM experiment has shown that only double-layer steps
exist on the surface.

Figure 3-3: A three-dimensional STM image of Bi(100) step with atomic resolution
at 10 nm x 10 nm (-1-0.2 V , 0.3 nA).

Although the above results suggest that single layer steps do not occur on Bi(100),
it is nevertheless possible to prepare such metastable steps by slightly sputtering the
cooled surface with 300 eV A r + ions. Taking STM images immediately after this
preparation reveals the presence of some single-layer steps (Figure 3-4 (a)). A height
profile corresponding to the line in (a) is plotted in (b). It shows the following step
height sequence: a double layer, a short single layer, a long single layer and two dou
ble layers, which are indicated by D, S, L, D and D in Figure 3-4. A quantitative
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measurement gives the short and long single-layer spacing as 1.60 and 2.29 A, respec
tively. The single-layer height steps are decaying within minutes after the preparation.
This observation confirms that the Bi(100) surface is indeed terminated by the short
interlayer spacing.
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Figure 3-4: STM observation of metastable steps on the Bi(100) surface prepared by
mild sputtering (+1.3 V , 0.2 nA). (a) Steps of double-layer height are indicated by
D, short and long single-layer height steps by S and L. (b) Height profile along the
scan line shown in (a).

3.1.3

O scillatory M ultilayer R elaxation

In the pursuit of determining multilayer structure of the first few surface layers,
STM alone can not determine the structure.

Therefore, a Low Energy Electron

Diffraction (LEED) technique and D F T calculations (in collaborations with theorists
[97]) are employed. LEED is a conventional diffraction technique for surface structure
determination. It uses a very low energy electron beam (in the range of few tenth to
hundred eV) to bombard the sample surface, the electrons w ill be diffracted according
to the Bravais law. The intensity of diffraction on each point can be recorded, and by
adjusting the model calculation, the parameters can be fine tuned to fit the intensity
versus energy curves to determine surface structures. A detailed L E E D -IV analysis
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results are described in Ref. [97]. The density functional theory (D F T ) calculations
for Bi(100) are described in the following.
We have performed first-principles calculations of the surface crystal structure
of Bi(100). The full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method in film ge
ometry [112,113] as implemented in the FLEUR code is used and the local density
approximation [114] to the D F T is employed. Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is included
in the self-consistent calculations [115]. Evaluation of the surface relaxation has been
carried out for a symmetric 14-layer film, both with the inclusion of the SOC term
and without. Force calculations have been performed for the first four layers without
SOC, while relaxations have been carried out only for the first two interlayer spacings
with the inclusion of SOC. In the latter evaluations, we keep the interlayer spacings
d34 and d,^ equal to those obtained from the force calculation without SOC. The
geometry is chosen such that on both sides of the film the first interlayer distance is
a short one (see Figure 3-1 (b)). A wavefunction cutoff of 3.8 a.u.-1 is chosen and
the Brillouin zone is sampled with 32 ^-points. For the calculation of the density of
states and the charge density of the surface state, we used a 22-layer film with H
termination on one side, similar to the calculations in [82], but with the relaxations
as reported below. For the (111) surface a 20-layer film with one-sided H termination
was chosen.
The energy-minimized geometric structure has been calculated for this surface
from first principles. The calculations performed for bulk Bi without the inclusion
of SOC give bulk short and long interlayer spacings of 1.763 and 1.925 A, respec
tively. Evaluations that include the SOC term lead to a very slight modification of
approximately 0.01 A of these results. Our scalar relativistic force calculations give
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Table 3.1: Optimized top six interlayer relaxations for the surface structure of Bi(100)
from LEED analysis and first-principles calculations, d y stands for the interlayer
spacing between the ith. and j t h layers, dy is the corresponding bulk interlayer spac
ing, and Ady = (dy — d y ) . The error bars for the experimental measurements are
given.
Interlayer spacing (%)
relaxations
A d i2/dj2
Adj3/d23
Ad34/d6
34
Ad4j/d^5
Ad56/d|g
Ade7/dg7

LEED
analysis
—10.2 ± 1.7
+15.0 ± 1 .5
-8 .6 ± 2.0
+15.3 ± 2 .2
-1 1 .9 ± 2 .4
-1 .6 ± 2 .1

First-principles
calculation
-8 .1
+16.0
-6 .0
+9.3
—
—

the first four interlayer spacing relaxations at 0 K. The results agree reasonably well
with those obtained by the LE E D -IV analysis at -160 °C (see Table 3.1), consider
ing that the finite thickness of the film also introduces constraints, especially on the
deeper layer relaxations. Both the experiment and calculation lead to the oscillatory
relaxation near the surface. The experimental results show a strong relaxation even in
the deeper fourth and fifth layers. The relaxation of the fifth interlayer distance was
not considered in the first-principles calculations, since this would require a thicker
film for the simulation of the unperturbed bulk region. The effect of SOC on the
relaxations is also small here and does not change the results by more than 2%. Since
this is smaller than the expected effects of the relaxations of the deeper layers, we
will not consider the modifications due to SOC further.
In our force calculations, we also optimized the position of the surface atoms in
a plane parallel to the surface. By symmetry, this movement is then confined to
the mirror plane shown in Figure 3-1. We note that the displacements of +0.08,
-0.09, +0.05, -0.08 A for the first four layers are consistent with the experimental
findings in their alternating signs. These numbers are approximately half as large
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as the interlayer relaxations that amount to -0.14, +0.31, -0.11 and +0.18 A for the
uppermost layers. To visualize the effect of these relaxations, we plotted the upper
layers of the Bi(100) surface in Figure 3-5, connecting all Bi atoms that are closer
than 3.26 A (about two times the covalent radius). It can be seen that the atoms
of the layers S and S -l, as well as S-2 and S-3, are now connected by bonds that
axe very similar to the double layers found for the B i( lll) surface. O f course, while
the (111) unit cell is hexagonal, the (100) surface unit cell is quasi-hexagonal and
the interatomic distances in the double layer are larger than on the (111) surface.
But as compared to the bulk of the crystal, where the double layers are oriented
almost perpendicular to the surface, the orientation of the nearest-neighbor bonds
has changed on the surface. The existence of double-layers is also suggested by the
STM experiments, as shown in Figure 3-2, where the stability of these entities can
be seen from the step height of the line scans.
In a bulk-truncated structure, i.e. without relaxations, a dangling bond would
be formed when the surface cuts through these double layers. Relaxations help to
avoid this situation, by a partial reorientation of the preferred bonding plane. The
surface state on this (100) surface is now distributed over several layers, accompanying
the relaxations. In this way, the relaxation and the deep penetration of the surface
state that was already observed in [82] are coupled. This can also be seen from a
comparison with the B i( lll) surface and the DOS for both the (100) and the (111)
orientation shown in Figure 3-5. The (111) surface, where no nearest-neighbor bond
is broken, shows just a weakly pronounced surface state at the Fermi level, which
can be identified by a small shoulder in the layer-resolved density of states (LDOS).
This shoulder was also experimentally verified by scanning tunneling spectroscopy of
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Figure 3-5: Comparison between the relaxed Bi(100) surface (left of both panels)
and the B i( lll) surface (right of both panels). The left panels show the charge
density resulting from states ±0.2 eV from the Fermi level for the first 13 layers. The
structure is indicated by the Bi atoms, which are connected by lines if they are closer
than 3.26 A. The color coding for the charge density is the same in both plots. The
right panels show the DOS for the topmost layers and two deeper-lying ones. Also
from these data, a prominent surface state at the Fermi level can be observed in the
upper layers of the (100) surface.

(lll)-o rien ted Bi films [116]. In contrast, the Bi(100) LDOS shows a prominent peak
at the Fermi level, which is still visible several layers deeper in the bulk. Charge
density plots from states ±0.2 eV from the Fermi level confirm the different decay of
these states in the two surfaces.
The attribution of the surface relaxation to the existing surface states can be
clearly made by considering the long Fermi wavelength of the bulk states, which
essentially rules out any influence of these states on the short-range relaxations. For
example, the projected Fermi wave vector perpendicular to the surface of the electron
pocket around L is 0.03 A-1, which corresponds to a wavelength of about 100 A, far
longer than our observed oscillation period. A strong influence of the surface states on
the relaxation has also been found and discussed for Al(100) [117]. One fundamental
difference is that for Al(100) the projected bulk Fermi wavelength is similar to the
spacing between the atomic layers, while for Bi(100) the surface relaxation is clearly
dominated by the deeply penetrating surface states, due to small values of the Fermi
wave vector for the bulk states.

3.1.4

Sum m ary

The structure of Bi(100) was determined by STM , quantitative LE E D -IV analysis [97]
and first-principles calculations. The combination of these three approaches gives a
consistent picture of a surface which is terminated by short interlayer spacing and a
few hundred Angstrom-wide terraces separated by double-layer high steps. Deeply
penetrating oscillatory multilayer relaxations are observed that agree well with theo
retical predictions.
Bismuth is a material on the borderline between covalent bonding, common for
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semiconductors, and metallic behavior. Whereas in the former class of materials the
formation of a surface can result in dangling bonds that lead to extended reconstruc
tions, in metals unreconstructed surfaces with surface states (usually accompanied
by moderate relaxations) are often found. For the Bi(100) surface, we observe a
deep impact of the surface on the electronic and geometric structures without signifi
cant changes of the in-plane periodicity. We find strong relaxations and a prominent
surface state that might be characteristic of this class of materials.

3.2
3.2.1

Gold (111) and Its H igh Index V icin al Surfaces
Introduction

Gold crystal surfaces are classical surfaces studied in surface science. Gold is inert
and it is generally easy to prepare clean and stable gold substrates for molecular
adsorption studies.

The strong affinity between the thiol group (-SH) in alkane-

thiolates and gold substrates leads to some pioneering work on self-assembly organic
molecules on gold [118-121]. Dr. Georgi Nenchev, one of my former colleagues, has
extensively studied the self-assembly of methanethiol (CH3SH) on A u ( lll) surface
[122,123]. M y major work on molecular self-assembly on gold extends from using
basic A u ( lll) surface to using vicinal Au(788) surface as the substrate, a naturally
stepped surface. The Au(788) surface will be introduced in section 3.2.4, and the
molecular self-assembly on Au(788) will be introduced in Chapter 4 and 5. I will
start with the introduction of the A u (lll) surface.
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3.2.2

A u ( l l l ) Surface

In order to better understanding vicinal surfaces of A u (lll) , it is worth introducing
the surface morphology of the A u (lll). Gold is a “face-centered cubic” (FCC) crystal
with a lattice constant of a = 4.08 A [72].

The bulk- truncated (111) surface is

hexagonally close packed (Figure 3-6). The distance between the two nearest neighbor
atoms (from center to center) is d = a /y / 2= 2.88 A. The step height between each
atomic layer is h = a /\J 3= 2.36 A.

Figure 3-6: Top view of a hypothetically unreconstructed A u (lll) surface model,
showing first three layers in different colors: the first layer (blue), the second layer
(green), and the third layer (orange). W ithin the plane of each layer, gold atoms form
a close-packed hexagonal structure with a distance of 2.88 A between the nearest
neighbor atoms. The unreconstructed A u (lll) layer stacking pattern follows FCC
stacking (A B C A B C ...) . (e.g., the atomic positions in the fourth layer repeat the
ones in the first layer.) The height between each layer is 2.36 A.

Gold is one of three face-centered-cubic metals for which the (111) surface recon-
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structs. The other two metals are platinum (P t) and iridium (Ir) [67]. STM has played
a vital role in studying the famous (22 i l ) x V 5 reconstruction of the A u (lll) sur
face (Figure 3-7) [7,124]. STM images reveal two bright strips arranged periodically
in herringbone patterns on the reconstructed A u (lll) surface (Figure 3-7). These
bright corrugation strips, also called discommensuration lines, are the gradual transi
tion boundary regions between FCC (A B C A B C .. . ) and HCP (A B A B .. . ) stacking
domain (Figure 3-7 (b)). The cause of this reconstruction corresponds to a Shock
ley partial dislocation (Figure 3-8) which involves a non-uniform contraction of the
top layer 23 atoms with respect to the second layer 22 atoms along the [110] direc
tion (Figure 3-9) [7]. A surface elastic strain, induced by this compression, leads to
the stacking fault domain structure (bright strips) that periodically transit between
the correct FCC stacking and the faulted HCP stacking [7]. A hypothetically unre
constructed A u ( lll) surface or bulk terminated A u (lll) should have FCC stacking
(Figure 3-6). The FCC regions are wider than the HCP regions on the reconstructed
A u (lll) surface as shown in Figure 3-7 (b) and the FCC stacking is energetically
more favorable than the HCP stacking [7]. The bright corrugation strips are about
0.2 A elevated from the surface and are about 4% denser than the bulk planes [7]. A
secondary reconstruction pattern, called the herringbone reconstruction (Figure 3-7
(a)) [124-126], with the periodicity of around 300 A [124], is induced by a further
energy minimization of a very small strain energy related to the anisotropy of the
stress relief in the (22 ± 1) x y/3 reconstruction [125,126].
The A u (lll) herringbone reconstruction has historical significances in the field
of surface science. From developments of understanding its geometrical structure
[7,124-126] and electronic structures [127,128], to utilizing this reconstruction as a
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Figure 3-7: STM image of a reconstructed A u (lll) surface: (a) large scale misfit dis
location network; (b) inset showing atomically resolved Shockley partial dislocations
as bright strips with alternating FCC-HCP-FCC areas bounded by atoms sitting on
the bridge sites along [112] direction. This image is adapted from Ref. [6].

O

1st layer

FCC stacking
► (ABC...)
HCP stacking
(AB...)

Figure 3-8: Two possible stacking sequences on close-packed (111) surface separated
by a dashed line: Face-Centered-Cubic (FCC) stacking and Hexagonal-Close-Packed
(HCP) stacking. The dashed line area is the origin of the Shockley partial dislocation,
where the two stacking regions try to merge. Notice that the stacking difference
between FCC and HCP on the edge is pointed out by two small red arrows.
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Figure 3-9: Frenkel-Kontorova model for the reconstruction of the A u (lll) surface.
The crosses represent the the second layer atoms, the open circles represent the re
constructed top layer atoms. The straight line in the middle along the [110] direction
is a guideline to help visualizing the displacement of the top layer atoms. C denotes
FCC region and A denotes HCP region. This image is adapted from Ref. [7].
template for self-assembly [129-131], the research on the A u ( lll) herringbone recon
struction has witnessed important technological advancements as well as contributions
from many scientists in the field of surface science. More recently, the reconstructed
A u (lll) has been extensively used as a template for organic molecular self-assembly
to create promising molecular nano structures [122,132-134],
Moreover, when regular steps are created on A u (lll) surfaces (e.g., vicinal sur
faces), the microscopic structure of the reconstruction will change. The herringbone
reconstruction no longer exists when the step terrace width is shorter than the her
ringbone reconstruction periodicity [2]. However, the regular step arrangement will
create a new pattern that is more suitable for highly-ordered molecular assembly,
which makes the gold vicinal surface a better substrate for hosting molecular selfassembly. Au(788) surface possesses such properties and I will illustrate the struc
ture properties of this surface in section 3.2.4. In the next section I will introduce the
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vicinal surfaces of A u ( l l l ) in general.

3.2.3

V icinal Surfaces o f A u ( l l l )

The word “vicinal” means “of, pertaining to, or belonging to a neighborhood or
district; or neighboring”. In the subject of crystallography, “vicinal” describes a plane
which orientation varies very little from a fundamental plane of this form. One can
interpret the vicinal plane as a neighboring plane to low M iller index surfaces. Vicinal
surfaces are misoriented by a very small angle with respect to the high symmetry,
low Miller index surfaces, resulting in a stepped facet surface. They are also often
called high index surfaces because their M iller indices are relatively large numbers.
The ideal vicinal surfaces are characterized by a very regular stepped morphology,

i.e., regularly equal width terraces separated by monatomic steps ascended in one
direction. One can view the vicinal surface as a staircase, but its step is only one
atom high and few nanometers wide.
In the case of A u (lll) vicinal surfaces, there are two types of vicinal surfaces
involving two different steps: {111} and {100} (Figure 3-10). Various miscut angles
result in different vicinal surfaces [2]: A u (ll, 12, 12), Au(788), Au(455), Au(577)
and Au(233) have {111} steps; Au(12, 11, 11), A u (ll, 9, 9), Au(433), Au(755) and
Au(322) have {100} steps. Their orientations with respect to (111) are illustrated
in Figure 3-11. Among all those vicinal surfaces, Au(322), Au(755) and Au(233) are
stable unreconstructed surfaces, while Au(788) and A u (ll, 12, 12) are stable recon
structed surfaces [2]. The unstable vicinal surfaces undergo a faceting transformation,

i.e., the surface morphology rearranges into a hill-and-valley structure, after standard
in situ Au cleaning procedures (i.e., sputtering and annealing) [2,135]. This spontar
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Figure 3-10: A schematic of two types of atomic steps: {111} and {100}. The
differences axe indicated by small arrows. In {111} steps, the atoms of the upper step
edge are on the troughs of the lower step atomic row; while in {100} steps, the upper
step edge atoms are on top of the lower step atoms.
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neous formation of facets is observed by a combination of STM, LEED and grazing
incidence X-ray diffraction techniques [2,135], and is driven by the elastic relaxation
for minimizing the surface free energy from a mesoscopic standpoint [136,137]. A
microscopic origin of faceting in A u (lll) vicinal surfaces has been linked to atomic
step structures and surface reconstructions, which is discussed in detail in Ref. [2,138].
Table 3.2 is a summary of the various vicinal gold surfaces, which provides a guideline
for choosing templates for molecular self-assembly.
,[H 1 ]

{100} steps

{111} steps

(11,12,12)

( 12, 11, 11)

(788)
(455)

(11,9,9)
(433)
(755)
(322)

(577)
(233)

Figure 3-11: A schematic of vicinal surface orientations with respect to the (111)
surface. The horizontal line with two arrows in the end denotes the (111) surface
orientation. Various vicinal surface orientations are revealed. When the miscut angles
are along the [211] direction, the vicinal surfaces possess {111} steps; while along the
[2 ll] direction, the vicinal surfaces possess {100} steps. The image is adapted from
Ref. [2].

Au(788), due to its special reconstruction patterns interacted with stepped mor
phology has extensively served as a natural template for molecular self-assembly in
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Table 3.2: A summary of properties for various A u (lll) vicinal surfaces: miscut
angle is the angle between the vicinal plane and the (111) plane, see Figure 3-11. n
is the number of atomic rows in each terrace. Terrace width in nm is calculated from
(n -2 /3 )x 0 .2 5 for {111} steps and ( n - l/3 )x 0 .2 5 for {100} steps. The Miller indices
are (n — 2,n ,n ) for {111} steps and (n + l,n — l,n — 1) for {100} steps [2].
vicinal surfaces
with {111} steps
A u (ll,12,12)
Au(788)
Au(455)
Au(577)
Au(233)

miscut angle
(deg)
2.3
3.5
5.8
8.5
10

vicinal surfaces
with {100} steps
A u (1 2 ,ll,ll)
A u (ll,9 ,9 )
Au(433)
Au(755)
Au(322)

miscut angle
(deg)
2.4
5.6
8.1
9.5
11.4

n
24
16
10
7
6
n
23
10
7
6
5

width
(nm)
5.8
3.8
2.3
1.6
1.3

reconstruction

stability

yes
yes
no

stable
stable
unstable
unstable
stable

width
(nm)
5.7
2.4
1.7
1.4
1.2

reconstruction

stability

-

-

no
no

unstable
unstable
unstable
stable
stable

nanotechnology since the pioneering work on the growth of long-range-ordered uni
form cobalt nanostructures on this surface [139]. I have conducted organic molecular
self-assembly experiments on the Au(788) surface presented in Chapter 4 and 5. The
next section w ill mainly introduce the Au(788) step morphology and reconstruction
patterns.

3.2.4

A u(788) Surface

Au(788) is one of the vicinal surfaces of A u (lll). The Au (788) surface is misoriented
by 3.5° with respect to the (111) orientation towards the [211] azimuthal direction.
Our single crystal Au(788) sample (for dimensions: see Appendix A) was purchased
from the Surface Preparation Laboratory in the Netherlands [140]. A general de
scription of the ex situ procedure to prepare a single crystal metal surface can be
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found in [140]. It usually involves a crystal rod selection by using a Laue X-ray CCD
camera, a precision cut to specific orientation and shape by spark erosion or diamond
wire cutting, and a chemical etch as well as a mechanical polish of the crystals to
get a perfect Laue image for a selected surface. The in situ sample preparation of
the Au(788) vicinal single crystal surface in our ultrahigh vacuum chamber involves a
cleaning process by repeated cycles of argon ion sputtering (600 eV, l.O xlO -5 mbar)
for 15 minutes and followed by annealing up to 500 °C for another 15 minutes.

Figure 3-12: (c) is the STM image shows Au(788) steps, (b) is the insert showing the
atomic resolution of steps, and (a) is schematic view showing three hypothetically
non-reconstructed atomic steps of Au(788). Each step shows different color. There
are 16 rows of close-packed gold atoms on each step terrace. The atoms on the step
edge follow a {111} step.

Figure 3-12 shows Au(788) steps under STM (panel (c)), the corresponding atom
ically resolved STM image of Au(788) steps (insert (b)), and the schematic model of
the hypothetically non-reconstructed atomic arrays for the Au(788) steps (panel (a)).
Figure 3-13 is a typical constant current STM image of Au(788) step morphology at a
scale of 30 nm x 30 nm at room temperature. Figure 3-14 is a larger scale (100 nm x
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Figure 3-13: A STM image of the Au(788) surface at 30 nm x 30 nm region shows a
regular stepped morphology (Us = +0.7 V, It = 0.1 nA).
100 nm) step morphology of the Au(788) surface resolved by STM. Figure 3-15 shows
the reconstruction patterns on Au(788). From all these images, an ordered pattern
of monatomic steps is readily seen along the [211] direction, the periodicity is the
terrace width 3.9 nm (contains 16 atomic rows); the surface is reconstructed along
the [Oil] direction, the periodicity is 7.2 nm of the reconstruction pattern [2]. The
discommensuration lines are disturbed due to the steps and not perfectly perpendicu
lar to the step edges, instead, these lines form an open “V ” shape within the terraces
as we can see in Figure 3-15. The exact atomic structure near the step edge for the
reconstructed Au(788) is unclear [2]. Figure 3-16 is a panoramic view of Au(788) step
morphology at micrometer scales.
The step morphology is one characteristic feature of Au(788) surface. Here I show
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Figure 3-14: Au(788) stepped surface at a large region: 100 nm x 100 nm (U3 =
+1.3 V , It = 0.1 nA).
how I use this known Au(788) step height information to calibrate the systematic error
caused by the STM instrumentation. In this way, I can accurately measure unknown
step heights, such as Bi(100) shown in the previous section 3.1.2. I conducted a
statistical measurement of the Au(788) step height. The step height is identified by
over four hundred (454) measurements, and the histogram is plotted in Figure 3-17.
The measured step height of Au(788) is (2.14 ± 0.01) A, comparing its actual known
value of 2.36 A. I obtain the calibration factor A^ ^ ^ e d T e fg U = 110-

multiply

this calibration factor with measured values, one can obtain corrected values, such as
corrected Bi(100) step heights in the previous section 3.1.2.
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Figure 3-15: The STM image of Au(788) shows reconstruction patterns at a 30 nm
x 30 nm region ( Us = +0.7 V , It = 0.1 nA). The [211] is the step descending di
rection. On each step, along the [Oil] direction, the alternating hep and fee regions
are separated by the bright discommensuration lines. These lines form an open “V ”
shape.
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Figure 3-16: Au(788) in a panoramic view under STM (295 K, + 0.6 V , 0.1 nA):
upper panel: 2
x 2 /xm, lower panel: 3 /xm x 3 /xm. The uniformed step mor
phology extends to micrometer size, which enables us to study the mesoscopic physical
phenomena at the stepped surface.
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Figure 3-17: Histogram of Au(788) step height measurements, the red curve is the
Gaussian fit centered around 2.14 ± 0.01 A, by comparing its actual value of 2.36 A,
a calibration factor
=
*s obtained in order to compensate the
systematic error causea by instruments.

3.2.5

Sum m ary

Steps on surfaces have been extensively studied due to their important role in nanoscience.
Here, I have systematically introduced the surface structures of A u ( lll) and its vic
inal surfaces. I have characterized the Au(788) step as well as its reconstruction
patterns. They can serve as promising nano templates for molecular self-assembly,
which I w ill introduce in Chapter 4 and 5.
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4.1

Electron Donor Assembly: D C P on A u(788)

4.1.1

Introduction

Organic molecular self-assembly is a bottom-up approach to create molecular archi
tectures that are suitable for a variety of applications including functional materials
and molecular electronics [29,141,142]. Specifically, the ordered assembly of aromatic
molecules on crystal substrates for organic electronic applications, such as organic
field effect transistor and organic photovoltaic (O PV) devices, has promising techno
logical potential [42,59]. Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) formations are governed
by hierarchical interactions including molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate in
teractions [8,54]. Several strategies and mechanisms for engineering molecular self
assembled architectures on crystal surfaces have been recently reviewed by Barth et

al. [1,28].
Pentacene, a well-known aromatic compound composed of five linearly arranged
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benzene rings, is of significant interest for structural and electronic investigations due
to its applications in organic electronics [143,144]. W hile pentacene based thin-film
transistor, O PV and organic light emitting diode devices have all been prepared, little
is known concerning the effect of molecular orientations and thin-film morphologies
on device performance. Before such studies can be undertaken, methods to assemble
pentacene and its derivatives into highly ordered, well-defined architectures must be
developed. Scanning probe microscopy methods are particularly useful for studying
molecular and thin-film architectures. Pentacene’s electronic structure has been stud
ied by scanning tuneling microscopy (STM ) [145,146], while its chemical bond struc
ture was recently interrogated using high resolution atomic force microscopy [147].
STM studies on pentacene SAMs on metallic surfaces such as A u (lll) [148-150],
Au(110) [151], A g (lll) [152-154], Cu(110) [53,155,156], and Cu(119) [157-159] show
in each case, however, that multiple domains form resulting in superstructures with
limited long-range order.
Where device fabrication is concerned, pentacene has several drawbacks including
a lack of solubility and poor air stability. Limited solubility hinders device fabrica
tion using high-rate, low cost methods like spray or blade coating. Facile oxidation
of pentacene ultimately degrades device performance and leads to products with lim
ited shelf-life. Pentacene derivatives with improved solubility and air stability are
currently under study [3]. Several such derivatives including 6,13-dichloropentacene
(DCP) show excellent resistance to photooxidation and have adjustable HOMO (high
est occupied molecular orbital)-LUM O (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) gaps [3].
The calculated HO M O-LUM O gap of DCP is 2.16 eV as compared to 2.29 eV for
ordinary pentacene [3]. In general, a gap reduction increases the absorption efficiency
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of the solar spectrum in O PV applications [142].
Meanwhile, noble metal vicinal surfaces with tailorable miscut angles and step
sizes have been identified as promising templates for molecular self-assembly [2,139,
160,161]. Au(788), one of the A u (lll) vicinal surfaces, is miscut by 3.5° with respect
to the (111) orientation towards the [211] azimuthal direction, resulting in an one
dimensional array of parallel monatomic steps, each 3.9 nm wide [2,139]. Au(788)
has been used as a template for various organic molecular growths, such as C6o and
PTCDA [9,162],
Here, we demonstrate the rapid self-assembly of DCP on flat A u ( lll) terraces and
on stepped Au(788) vicinal surfaces. Flat A u (lll) terraces support ordered SAM
domains with six orientations, while a single-domain SAM with striking long-range
order forms on Au(788). These SAM formations are attributed to a delicate energy
balance between molecule-molecule interactions and molecule-substrate interactions
[122]. Density functional theory (D FT) calculations reveal single molecule electronic
structures and the lattice parameters of a free-standing DCP monolayer. Overall, a
comprehensive understanding of the DCP molecular/electronic structures and single
domain SAM formation over large areas is achieved. The results have significant
implications for the rapid, low-cost fabrication of organic thin-film electronic devices
with precisely defined molecular assemblies.

4.1.2

D etailed M ethods

Our experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pres
sure of < l.O xlO -10 mbar. The Au(788) vicinal single crystal surface was cleaned
by repeated cycles of argon ion sputtering (600 eV, l.O xlO -5 mbar), followed by an-
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nealing up to 500 °C. The DCP molecules, in powder form, were deposited in situ
onto the surface at room temperature via physical vapor deposition from an in-house
built Knudsen cell and the molecular coverage was controlled by exposure time. The
heating current (voltage) was 1.3

1,5 A (0.1

0.3 V ). The flux used throughout

our study was approximately 6M L/hr or 10 min. per single DCP monolayer. The
STM images were acquired by a SPECS-Aarhus system at room temperature. Our
D F T calculations were carried out using the A B IN IT package employing a plane-wave
basis set for a repeated-slab structure [163]. We used the local density approximation
(LDA) with Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials. The Brillouin zone integrations for
the DCP lattice used a 4 x 3 /c-point grid. The vacuum gap between the slabs was
fixed at 1.06 nm. The plane-wave cutoff energy was set to 50 Hartree. The atomic
positions and in-plane lattice constants were relaxed until the forces were less than
0.025 eV/nm under the constraint of one molecule per unit cell.

4.1.3

R esu lts and D iscussion

The DCP molecular structure is shown in Figure 4-1(a) and a space-filling model of
DCP molecules with calculated atomic positions is given in Figure 4 -l(b ). Figure 41(c) shows a constant current STM topography of a single DCP molecule adsorbed on
a flat A u ( lll) terrace. The brighter spindle-shaped contrast shows the DCP electron
orbital contour. The subtle corrugation of the background reveals the atomically
resolved gold surface. The long axis of the individual DCP backbone is found to
align on-top gold atoms along both, the least or most compact directions of the gold
substrate. By comparing Figure 4-1(c) with our D F T calculated HOMO and LUMO
electron orbitals of an isolated DCP molecule, shown in Figure 4-1 (d) and (e), re
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spectively, we can infer that the electron orbital contour in the STM topography
closely resembles the LUM O structure. This conclusion is also consistent with the
tunneling conditions: positive sample bias (+1.3 V ) is applied such that electrons
tunnel from the tip to the unoccupied electron orbitals of DCP. The tunneling volt
age is very similar to the one used to obtain the LUMO topography for pentacene
on A u (lll) [146]. Figure 4-2 is an atomically resolved STM image showing many
dispersed DCP molecules on A u (lll).

Figure 4-1: (a) 6,13-Dichloropentacene (DCP) molecular structure, (b) DCP molecu
lar space-filling model: carbon atoms are shown in grey, hydrogen atoms in white, and
chlorine atoms in green, (c) High resolution constant current STM topography of a
single spindle-shaped DCP molecule on an atomically resolved gold substrate (295 K,
\Jaampie = + 1.3 V , 0.1 nA). Here, the long axis of the DCP backbone is aligned
with the top of three gold atoms along the least compact direction of A u (lll). Den
sity functional theory (D F T ) simulation of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HO M O ) (d), and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUM O ) (e) for an iso
lated DCP molecule.

The DCP molecules start to aggregate with increasing coverage and ordered struc
tures form close to monolayer coverage on flat A u (lll) terraces. Figure 4-3 shows the
DCP SAM on a flat A u (lll) terrace with several small, ordered domains of various
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Figure 4-2: An atomically resolved STM image (295 K, + 1.0 V , 0.1 nA) showing
many dispersed DCP molecules on A u (lll).
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high-symmetry orientations. We observe six distinct domain orientations sorted in
two distinguishable groups as marked with green-solid and blue-dashed lines, respec
tively. Three domain orientations in each group are approximately 120° apart; each
domain orientation in one group is perpendicular to a corresponding domain orien
tation in the other group (Figure 4-3 inset). These domain orientations suggest that
the DCPs align along two preferential orientations with respect to the substrate: the
most and the least compact directions (Figure 4-3 inset). The orientations along the
most compact direction are favored, as observed in Figure 4-3, suggesting a stronger
coupling between the molecular orbitals and the surface.

Figure 4-3: STM image of DCP SAM on a flat A u (lll) terrace (295 K, + 0.9 V,
0.1 nA). Ordered domains with six different orientations are distinguished in two
groups as marked with green-solid and blue-dashed lines, respectively. The inset
shows those lines moved to a common center. Three green-solid (blue-dashed) lines,
approximately 120° apart, align along the most (least) compact direction of the (111)
substrate. The black dotted line denotes one of the compact directions along the step
edge of the (111) terrace.

Ordered domains of DCPs on the flat A u (lll) terraces are multidirectional and
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short ranged. Remarkably however, a unidirectional, long-range ordered and stable
DCP SAM structure is observed on the vicinal Au(788) surface shown in Figure 44(a). Figure 4-4(b) shows a perfect long-range ordered, single-domain DCP SAM on
Au(788) with molecular resolution. DCP molecules precisely align in a head-to-tail
fashion parallel to the steps, along a most compact direction of narrow A u (lll) ter
race. Each step terrace holds exactly five molecular chains. The parallel monatomic
steps on Au(788) select only one of the six possible SAM orientations due to the
molecule-step interaction. The SAM structure depends closely on the substrate mor
phology; extra molecules are needed to reside on the kink area of the third step from
the left in Figure 4-4(b). The long-range ordered SAM extends over hundreds of
nanometers on well-defined Au(788) steps (Figure 4-4(c)).
This DCP SAM structure differs significantly from previously reported pentacene
SAM structures on metal surfaces [53,148-159]. Because of the existence of 6,13
chlorine atoms, each molecule is centered between two molecules of the adjacent rows
on both sides. In other words, one molecular row is shifted a half-molecular length
with respect to its neighboring row. The resulting superstructure is of significant
interest as it resembles a perfect “brick-wall” pattern. For pure pentacene, no such
row-by-row half-molecular-length shifted superstructure is known to exist. W ith 6,13
chlorines in place, DCP has less freedom along the backbone long-axis direction. The
calculated closest contact Cl-H distance between atoms from two adjacent molecules is
0.277 nm, with the C-H— Cl angle of 142° (Figure 4-4(d)); the calculated closest H-H
distance between two DCP molecules in neighboring rows is 0.207 nm and within the
same row it is 0.213 nm. These H-H van der Waals interactions should be weaker in
strength than the Cl-H hydrogen bonding interaction, suggesting that intermolecular
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(a)

?. nm

V

nm
Figure 4-4: (a) Clean stepped Au(788) vicinal surface, (b) DCP SAM on Au(788)
(295 K, + 0.9 V , 0.1 nA), each step holds five rows of close-packed DCP with an
oblique unit cell of approximately 1.5 nm x 1 nm. The substrate orientation is the
same as in (a). The black dashes on bottom indicate the step edge locations, (c) A
large scale (slope-corrected) STM image of highly long-range ordered DCP SAM on
Au(788) (295 K , -I- 0.9 V , 0.1 nA). (d) D F T model of the free-standing DCP SAM
structure. Each row is shifted by a half-molecular length with respect to its adjacent
row to form a molecular “brick-wall” structure. The calculated value of the unit cell
is 1.62 nm x 1.07 nm.
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hydrogen bonding plays an important role in SAM formation and long-range order.
In addition, we find that even on some narrower steps on the same surface, DCPs
still arrange themselves in the unidirectional, long-range ordered fashion (Figure 4-5
and 4-6). The narrower steps of approximately 1.6 nm width are believed to represent
a (577) surface region, belonging to the family of {111} step vicinal surfaces [2]. The
molecular “brick-wall” is preserved along the step and each narrow terrace holds only
two molecular chains (Figure 4-5 and 4-6) forming a ribbon structure. Figure 4-7
shows DCP SAM on different domains of a vicinal gold surface, including stepped
(788), (557) and flat (111) terraces.

II

I I I I I I I I I I I I I

5 nm
Figure 4-5: STM image of DCP SAM on narrower, 1.6 nm wide, gold steps (295 K,
+ 0.9 V , 0.1 nA). The black dashes on top indicate the step edge locations. Each
narrow terrace holds two molecular chains forming a ribbon structure.
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Figure 4-6: Another STM image (295 K, + 0.9 V , 0.1 nA) of DCP SAM on narrower,
1.6 nm wide, gold steps and again the black dashes on top indicate the step edge
locations. The three red arrows indicate regions where a slightly large inter-chain
spacing existed on slightly wider terraces.
Overall, the SAM structures are consistent on both flat and stepped vicinal sur
faces. The unit cell of the ordered SAM is approximately 1.5 ( ± 0.1) nm x 1.0
(± 0.1) nm with an acute angle of approximately 42°. This is consistent with D FT
calculated results for the free-standing DCP monolayer (Figure 4-4(d)) that give a
unit cell of 1.62 nm x 1.07 nm with a 40.5° angle. A ll findings lead to the conclu
sion that center-shifted molecular rows (i.e .,“brick-wall” SAMs) represent the best
possible option for minimizing intermolecular hydrogen bonding energies while main
taining favorable molecule-step interactions. W hile the DCP “brick-wall” SAM can
form regardless of the stepped surface, the stepped surface forces the molecules to
assemble into one direction with extraordinary long-range order. Furthermore, the
step width controls the number of molecular chains on each terrace.
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Figure 4-7: (a) STM image (295 K, + 0.9 V , 0.1 nA, slope corrected) shows DCP brickwall patterned SAM on a vicinal gold substrate with co-existed (788) and metastable
(577) steps. (788) step region is on the right-hand-side, (577) step region is on the
left-hand-side, indicated in the image. The transition between two domains is smooth,
(b) A 3D representation of STM image (295 K , + 0.9 V , 0.1 nA) captures DCP SAMs
on three regions of a vicinal gold subtrate: the characteristic (788) step region; the
metastable narrower (577) step region; and the flat (111) terrace region.
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4.1.4

C onclusions

We have demonstrated the rapid fabrication of a nearly perfect self-assembled mono
layer (SAM) composed of single-domain 6,13-dichloropentacene (DCP) over large
areas on Au(788). The DCP molecules precisely organize into a center-shifted “brickwall” structure on the stepped Au(788) surface. Scanning tunneling microscopy re
sults show that the ordered DCP SAM extends over hundreds of nanometers. These
findings strongly suggest that a bottom-up strategy of molecular self-assembly is a
feasible approach for the rapid fabrication of organic molecular electronic devices with
precisely controlled thin-film architectures.

4.1.5

O utlook

In the aspect of molecular thin-film device applications, the ability of controlling
growth for multiple molecular layers is desired. How to control the growth for a
second layer (or more layers) of organic molecules has become an interesting and
ongoing research topic [164]. Here, I demonstrate a controlled growth of second-layer
DCP molecules on flat terraces of A u (lll).
The same molecular flux was used for depositing the second-layer DCP after the
growth of the first monolayer. There was an overnight room temperature anneal
ing of the sample in between the first layer creation and the second layer formation.
Figure 4-8 shows the morphology of double-layer DCP growth on A u (lll).

The

spindle-shaped molecular structure of the first-layer DCP is readily seen. The molec
ular shape of the second-layer DCP is a little obscured but still recognizable in the
regions where no first-layer molecules cover. It is noticed that here neither the first
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layer nor the second layer is a fully covered close-packed monolayer as in Figure 4-3.
The molecules are in a dispersed phase. We believe that the molecules could pack
closer with a little more coverage due to the strong intermolecular interactions which
were demonstrated in the DCP brick-wall patterned monolayer formation. Also, a
prolonged annealing for the sample at an elevated temperature could help increasing
the domain structure ordering. Figure 4-9 are similar images to Figure 4-8, which
shows a larger scale of the double-layer DCP molecules on A u (lll) .

Figure 4-8: Constant current STM image (295 K, + 1.3 V , 0.1 nA) of second-layer
dispersed DCP molecules growth on A u (lll).

It is intriguing that STM can identify a nearly double-layered organic molecular
growth. The results also show evidence of a strong 7r-7r stacking interaction between
these aromatic species, since the DCP molecules follow a layer-by-layer recumbent
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Figure 4-9: Larger scale STM images (295 K, + 1.3 V , 0.1 nA) of second-layer dis
persed DCP molecules growth on A u (lll). The dark side on the right-hand side of
the image (b) is a lower A u (lll) terrace. The color contrast between two terraces in
(b) is separated by a A u (lll) step.
growth mechanism on gold surfaces. We predict that after an appropriate annealing
a better organized double-layer film will form and it will also grow well-ordered layers
for a consecutive second DCP layer or more layers on a well-ordered DCP monolayer
over Au(788) substrates. This way, a truly layer-by-layer epitaxial growth of ordered
organic molecular thin films will be established in a controlled fashion.

4.2
4.2.1

Electron Acceptor Assembly
Introduction

For organic photovoltaic (O PV) applications, while pentacene and its derivatives can
serve as electron donor materials, fullerenes and their derivatives serve as the acceptor
materials. In general, there are two types of organic photovoltaics (OPVs) in terms of
donor-acceptor materials and their interacting structures. One is polymer bulk het
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erojunctions based OPVs, in which polymers (e.g. PPV, P3HT) are used as electron
donors and Ceo derivatives such as PCBM (Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester) are
used as electron acceptors [165,166]. The donor and acceptor are interpenetrating
with each other in the bulk heterojunction based OPVs. The other is small-molecule
layered structured OPVs, in which pentacene and its derivatives are used as electron
donors and Ceo or its derivatives are used as electron acceptors [167-170]. In the
layered small-molecule OPVs, the donor and acceptor form layer-by-layer structures.
In both cases, fullerenes are selected as acceptor materials in the O PV applications.
Fullerenes are all carbon molecules with a closed hollow cage, where the carbon
atoms are bonded in a combination of a number of pentagonal rings and hexagonal
rings. They are one allotrope of the carbon families. The carbon allotropes include:
a) diamond; b) graphite; c) lonsdaleite; d-f) fullerenes (C^o,

C540,

C70); g) amorphous

carbon; h) carbon nanotube, which are illustrated in Figure 4-10. The best-known and
most abundant fullerene member is the soccerball-shaped Cgo, so-called buckminsterfullerene. The name was in honor of architect Buckminster Fuller, since Ceo resembles
his design of geodesic domes. Ceo was discovered by Kroto et al. in 1985 [23], which
earned them a Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1996.
Ceo, with the spherical diameter of about 0.7 nm, consists of sixty carbon atoms
which form twelve pentagonal rings and twenty hexagonal rings. The 12 pentagonal
(20 hexagonal) faces form 6 (10) pairs of opposite faces. There is an axis of a 5-fold
rotation through the center of each pair of pentagonal faces and an axis of a 3-fold
rotation through the center of each pair of hexagonal faces. There are two types of
bonds associated with nearest neighboring carbon atoms in C6o. One is called the 6:6
ring bond (between two hexagons, with a quantity of 30) and the other is called the 6:5
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Figure 4-10: Some allotropes of carbon: a) diamond; b) graphite; c) lonsdaleite; d-f)
fullerenes (Ceo, C 5 4 0 , C 7 0 ) ; g) amorphous carbon; h) carbon nanotube. Images are
adapted from wikipedia: the allotropes of carbon.
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bond (between a hexagon and a pentagon, with a quantity of 60). The lengths of the
two types of bonds are slightly different by a value of ~ 0.06 A [171]. The 6:6 bond is
about 1.40 A; while the 6:5 bond is about 1.46 A based on N M R measurements [172].
The 30 hexagonal edges (6:6 bond) form 15 pairs with opposite edges. There is
another axis of a 2-fold rotation through the center of the paired hexagonal edges.
W ith these rotational symmetries, the rotational variations are greatly reduced in my
D F T simulations for Ceo adsorption geometries on a DCP monolayer in Chapter 6.
Ceo and its derivatives have strong electron affinity and often serve as electron
acceptor type materials in organic photovoltaic applications. There are double bonds
in Ceo hexagonal rings. However, the electron delocalization is poor in Ceo since it
has a tendency to avoid making double bonds within the pentagonal rings. This
differentiates Ceo from aromatic species, in which the n electrons in the double bonds
are delocalized around the hexagonal rings. Moreover, Ceo is classified as an electron
deficient alkene-like molecule and readily reacts with electron donating molecules,
which is why chemists call Ceo a “electrophilic” molecule [173]. The ionization energy
(to remove one electron) for Ceo is 7.6 eV and the electron affinity energy (to add one
electron) is 2.65 eV [171,174], which again proves that Ceo is prone to accept electrons
rather than donating electrons.

In addition, Ceo derivatives, with maintained or

possibly improved electron affinity to Ceo, are designed for better abilities in device
applications. For instance, the Ceo derivative PCBM provides better compatibility
with polymer blends in polymer based OPVs [166].
Ceo is a complicated molecule and has shown a myriad of interesting properties
when adsorbed on solid surfaces. Numerous investigations for C6o interactions with
various substrates have been conducted in the field of surface science. STM has pro
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vided valuable insights of geometrical and electronic properties regarding the Ceo-Ceo
and Ceo-substrate interactions. There are several good review papers of STM work for
Ceo on metal and semiconductor surfaces [175,176]. Furthermore, the studies of ad
sorption of functionalized Ceo derivatives on surfaces have also attracted considerable
attention due to the optimization of molecules for device applications.
For molecular self-assembly for organic photovoltaic applications, the assembly of
electron acceptor (fullerenes) monolayers is another essential step for a bottom-up
creation of organic solar cells. Here I briefly demonstrate two examples of the selfassembly of Ceo and its derivatives on metal surfaces in our group. One is self-assembly
of functionalized Ceo (F-Ceo) on A g (lll) [8], and the other is the self-assembly of
Ceo on Au(788). M y STM experiments of the self-assembly of Ceo on Au(788) at
room-temperature have reproduced the results that Neel et al. [9] obtained at low
temperature. In addition, I have noticed an inconsistency with regard to their paper.
I will illustrate the two examples in the following two sections.

4.2.2

F -C 60 on A g ( l l l )

The initial motivation of this experiment for the F-Ceo self-assembly is to prove that
by engineering functional compounds attached to Ceo molecules, we can change the
buckyballs’ intermolecular separations in self-assembled monolayer (SAM) formation
on substrates. This provides an avenue towards making desired molecular SAM struc
tures.
The first tested F-Ceo molecule contains 2.2 nm long alkyl chains with 18 C atoms
each, bonded covalently to a Ceo cage, see Figure 4-11 (c). The molecules were de
posited on an epitaxial A g (lll) film on a ruthenium substrate via physical vapor
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Figure 4-11: (a) Close-packed Ceo on A g (lll), (b) F-C6o SAM on A g (lll), (c) D F T
modeling of F-C m SAM on A g (lll), (d) F-C60-12C on A g (lll). (Image taken at
295 K, - 1.0 V , 0.4 nA). Images (a), (b), (c) are adapted from Ref. [8]. (d) is from
Dr. Bogdan Diaconescu via a private communication.
deposition at a temperature of about 520K in an ultrahigh vacuum (U H V ) cham
ber. STM data were acquired by our in-house built variable temperature STM at
room temperature [177]. Several intermolecular interactions during the self-assembly
have been explored, such as fullerene-fullerene 7r-7r stacking interactions, alkyl-alkyl
interchain interactions and substrate-molecule interactions [8].
Figure 4-11 (a) shows the generic C m molecules (without functional alkyl chains
attached) grow into a close-packed geometry on a A g (lll) surface, with the in
termolecular distance about 1 nm from center to center between neighboring C6o
molecules. This classical distance between close-packed buckyballs is guided by the
van der Waals interaction. Figure 4-11 (b) is a constant current STM image of ordered
F-C60 SAM on A g (lll). The bright spherical features are the fullerene cages. The
darker areas between those features are the regions where the alkane chains lie down
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on the A g (lll) surface. The measured distances between the first and second near
est neighbor fullerene cages are about 1.6 nm and 2.0 nm [8], which are larger than
the Ceo-C®) close-packed distance. D F T calculations were carried out to compare
various interaction energies among alkane chains, Ceo cages and the substrates [8].
A proposed model for F-Ceo adsorption geometry on A g (lll) is illustrated in Fig
ure 4-11 (c) by D F T calculations. The conformational change of alkane chains upon
adsorption on A g (lll) results in this zigzag patterh of the Ceo cage arrangement [8].
Figure 4-11 (d) shows a SAM consisting of another F-Ceo molecule: F-Ceo-12C. The
molecule contains alkyl chains with 12 C atoms attached to a Ceo cage. The Ceo cage
distance in this F-Ceo-12C SAM pattern changes again, compared to the F-Ceo SAM
in Figure 4-11 (c). Therefore, it is intuitive that with modifications of the alkane
chain length attached to the Ceo cage, we can get various intermolecular spacings
between Ceo cages and therefore control the Ceo SAM structures.

4.2.3

Ceo on A u(788)

The experiment of self-assembly of Ceo on Au(788) holds two purposes. One is to
prove that Ceo molecules have preferential adsorption sites on Au(788). The other is
to calibrate the Ceo deposition flow in order to conduct further experiments of the

Ceo growth on the DCP/Au(788) interface.
After obtaining a pristine Au(788) surface by the same cleaning procedure de
scribed in the previous section 4.1.2, Ceo molecules were evaporated through a similar
in-house built Knudsen cell onto the Au(788) surface. The heating current (voltage)
was 1.6 ~ 1.8 A (0.3 ~ 0.5 V ). The flux used in the Ceo deposition was approximately
1 M L /h r. The pressure in the U H V chamber remained a magnitude of 10“ 10 mbar
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throughout the deposition. STM data was taken by the SPECS-Aarhus system at
room temperature.

Figure 4-12: Ceo close-packed clusters on the Au(788) surface (STM image taken at
295 K, + 0.9 V , 0.1 nA). The inset shows clean reconstructed Au(788) surface. Most
Ceo aggregates on the fee sites of the Au(788).

Figure 4-12 shows the result of Ceo selective adsorption on Au(788) after the
sample surface exposure to the Ceo vapor source for approximately 15 minutes. The
bright features, similar to bunches of grapes, are the Ceo clusters. Individual C6o
molecules are identifiable in each Ceo cluster. Each cluster consists of three rows
of close-packed Ceo chains. Each chain ranges from 3-5 molecule-length. Each Ceo
cluster is preferentially adsorbed on the fee site of the Au(788) reconstruction confined
in a step terrace, where the reconstruction has the alternating fee and hep patterns
on a pristine Au(788) as in the insert shown in Figure 4-12.
This finding is similar to the work done by Neel et al. [9]. They used a much
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higher deposition flux (lM L /m in ) , and their data was taken at low temperature
(9 K ) [9]. For comparison and completeness in explaining the Ceo adsorption geometry
on Au(788), I have adapted a group of images from their paper (see Figure 4-13 (a)(f)). They have identified an individual Ceo chain grown on the fee site through a
line analysis in image (d) and (e) in Figure 4-13. Moreover, image (b), (c) and (f) are
STM images of half monolayer coverage of Ceo on Au(788) based on their calibration.
The Ceo molecules still adsorb preferentially on the fee sites of the Au(788) even on
such high coverage. However, with all due respect, I have doubts about their cartoon
in the image (f). They have indicated that four chains could grow on each Au(788)
step terrace. However, my atomically resolved STM image suggests that there are
three chains rather than four chains on one Au(788) terrace (Figure 4-12). To host
four chains of close-packed Ceo would need at least 4.0 nm width. Given the fact that
the step width is only 3.9 nm, it would be extremely hard to pack four Ceo chains on
each terrace. A t the very least, there should not be any empty trough space along
[Oil] between Ceo nano clusters as shown in Figure 4-13 (f).

4.2.4

O utlook

Carbon-based nano materials play such important roles in the field of nanotechnol
ogy. They include fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, and recently-discovered graphene,

i.e., a single-layer sheet of graphite (The Nobel Prize in Physics 2010). They have
been involved in important research for smaller and more efficient nano devices such
as thin-film transistors, diodes, and photovoltaics. The fundamental science of C6o
interactions with surfaces remains a very active research area in the field of sur
face science. For example, recently Lu et al. discovered a transformation from Ceo
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Figure 4-13: (a) STM image (14 nm x 14 nm) of a clean Au(788) showing recon
struction patterns. Corrugation due to the terrace levels has been subtracted in order
to enhance the discommensuration lines [9]. (b) Pseudo 3D STM image of 0.5 M L
Ceo on Au(788) (0.1 nA, 745 mV, 190 nm x 190 nm). Ascending step direction of
Au(788) runs from left to right [9]. (c) Corresponding 2D STM image of 0.5 M L
Ceo on Au(788) (280 nm x 280 nm). (d) STM image (0.5 nA, - 1500 mV, 8 nm x
9 nm) showing a chain of five C6o molecules adsorbed on a fee domain of Au(788). (e)
Corresponding line profiles taken from image (d): solid line across the plain terrace
and dashed line across the molecule chain. Line-scan data of Au(788) were multiplied
by 30 to obtain a common height scale [9]. (f) Zoom-in view of the STM image in
(c) (32 nm x 32 nm).These images axe adapted from Ref. [9].
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molecules into graphene nano dots on a ruthenium surface [178], which might lead to
interesting research for directly creating graphene flakes on top of a Cgo layer [179].
This is potentially a direction towards my proposed model of O PV cells, in which a
graphene layer can be grown on top of Ceo layers.
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5.1

C6o Chains on D C P S A M on A u(788)

5.1.1

Introduction

Organic photovoltaic devices (OPVs) have great technological potential in advanc
ing molecular electronics [41,165,180,181]. Their photovoltaic properties are largely
determined by the interface between the donor and acceptor materials, i.e. control
ling the molecular structure of this interface is essential to overcoming the efficiency
bottleneck in organic photovoltaics. Vacuum-deposited molecular self-assembly on
patterned substrates provides a bottom-up approach to create well-controlled molec
ular heterojunctions and give insight into the nature of interactions between molecules
and between molecules and substrate [8,28]. The co-assembly of organic donor and
acceptor molecules into ordered heterostructures provides a pathway to engineer and
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study the donor-acceptor interface at the molecular level.
Two common types of donor-acceptor interfaces are the layered heterostructure of
alternating donor and acceptor layers, and the bulk heterojunction (BHJ), in which
the donor and acceptor materials form an interpenetrating network.

It has been

shown in polymer-based OPVs that the spatially distributed organic interfaces in
BHJs can provide the means for efficient dissociation of photo-generated excitons,
and the pathways for separately collecting electrons and holes [182]. However, the
power conversion efficiencies in small-molecule BHJ systems are often much lower
than in systems with layered heterostructure [168-170]. It is suggested that the rough
interface in BHJs may result in poor carrier mobility, higher charge recombination
losses induced by disorder, and even short-circuited devices. On the other hand,
small-molecule BHJ systems grown under strain can exhibit higher efficiency than
layered structures [35].
The fullerene-pentacene pair is one of the prototypical small-molecule systems,
where the layered structure outperforms the BHJ [167,169]. Because of the planar
nature of the pentacene molecule, the electronic coupling between Ceo and pentacene
can vary significantly based on their relative geometrical arrangement. The so-called
parallel configuration with Ceo facing the planar side of the pentacene molecule has
a stronger electronic coupling, which favors faster exciton dissociation and charge
transfer, but may enhance the charge recombination loss as well [183]. The powerconversion efficiency of this system is also sensitive to the crystallinity of the film [168],
which can improve the charge transport characteristics. Thus, a better experimental
control of the interfacial structure and film morphology at the molecular level is
highly desirable. Recent studies of the Ceo-pentacene interface include Ceo structures
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on recumbent or flat-lying pentacene [184-186] and on standing-up pentacene films
[168,187], as well as standing-up pentacene on Ceo [188], and a Ceo-pentacene cocrystalline structure [189,190].
One of the advantages of using small organic molecules for photovoltaic applica
tions is the myriad of possibilities for optimization. Here we show that the interface
structure can change dramatically by using a novel pentacene derivative.

In the

6,13-dichloropentacene (DCP) molecule, the two center hydrogen atoms axe replaced
by chlorine atoms [3]. The DCP molecule has several advantages over pentacene for
photovoltaic applications, including a high resistance to photooxidation and improved
solubility. The DCP molecule also has a smaller HO M O-LUM O gap than pentacene
and it forms a perfectly ordered SAM over large areas on gold vicinal surfaces [43].
This structure is driven by the stronger hydrogen bonding between DCP molecules
(due to the presence of the chlorine atoms) compared to the C-H/7T interactions
that drive formations of multi-domain structures with limited long-range order in
pentacene.
Here, we present a controlled layer-by-layer assembly of ordered Ceo submono
layer films on a single-domain SAM of DCP on a stepped Au(788) vicinal surface.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM ) measurements show that DCP molecules form
a centered rectangular lattice with the longer side of the rectangle parallel to the
step edges of the vicinal surface. A t submonolayer coverage of C6o, the molecules
form long parallel chains, 1.1 nm apart, with a rectangular arrangement instead of
the expected hexagonal close-packed configuration along the upper step edges. The
perfectly ordered DCP structure is unaffected by the Ceo chain formation. The most
favorable position for the Ceo chain formation is along the upper step edges of the
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DCP/gold terraces. One of the adsorption positions for the Ceo chains is above the
trough between two DCP molecular rows, but it is evident from the uninterrupted
long chains and the STM topography that the Ceo molecules do not submerge into
the DCP layer, in contrast to C ot on pentacene [184,185]. A t higher coverage, Ceo
molecules show signs of forming a close packed layer on top of the DCP SAM, but
the Ceo/DCP interface remains sharp.

5.1.2

D etailed M ethods

Our experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pres
sure less than l.O x 10“ 10 mbar. The growth of perfectly ordered 6,13-dichloropentacene
(DCP) self-assembled monolayers (SAM) on pristine Au(788) surfaces is described in
detail in Ref. [43]. Subsequently, C ot molecules were deposited in situ on top of the
intact DCP SAM via a physical vapor deposition process. The flux used in the C6o
deposition was approximately 1 M L /h r. After annealing the heterostructure at 80 °C
for a few hours, molecularly resolved STM images were acquired by a SPECS-Aarhus
system at room temperature.

5.1.3

R esu lts and D iscussion

Figure 5-1 (a) shows the pristine single-domain brick-wall patterned DCP SAM on
Au(788) [43]. After submonolayer C ot was deposited on this organic semiconducting
layer, we observed long C ot molecular chain structures including triple, double and
single file chains growing along the terrace edges; see Figure 5-1(b), (c), and (d),
respectively. A t low coverages, single Ceo chains nucleate on top of the DCP-covered
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Figure 5-1: (a) Self-assembled DCP monolayer on stepped Au(788). Long triple (b),
double (c), and single (d) Ceo chains grown along the Au(788) terrace edges on top
of DCP SAM. A ll images here are treated by a slope correction (e). The scale bars
in all images represent 5 nm.
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gold step edges. Unlike Ceo on bare Au(788) or A u (ll 12 12) surfaces [9,191], the

Ceo chains extend over tens of nanometers and are not affected by the gold surface
reconstruction, demonstrating that the strong interaction between the Ceo molecules
and the gold substrate is well screened by the DCP monolayer. Moreover, Ceo does
not cover the DCP SAM uniformly, but rather aggregates across the steps to form
island-like chain structures, indicating that the Ceo-Ceo and Ceo-DCP interactions are
of comparable strength. Occasionally, a second layer of Ceo can also form as indicated
by the very bright features in Figure 5-1 (b). No isolated chain-like Ceo structures were
observed on terrace regions away from down step edges, see Figure 5-2, suggesting a
strong correlation between steps and Ceo chain formation.
Figure 5-2 shows the Ceo submonolayer adsorptions on a DCP SAM covered multidomained gold vicinal surface with the presence of both flat terraces and vicinal steps.
This DCP SAM covered substrate is similar to Figure 4-7, having both unidirectional

DCP SAM on vicinal steps and the multi-domained DCP SAM on flat terraces. On
the vicinal stepped domains and at the step edge of the flat terrace between stepped
and flat domains, the C6o parallel rectangular chains are present. On the DCP multi
directional SAM covered flat terrace, there are no obvious signs of Ceo chain formation,
further indicating steps have strong correlations in C6o long chain formation.
Figure 5-3 illustrates a line profile analysis to unravel the registry between C60
and DCP from our molecularly resolved STM data. Figure 5-3(a) shows the STM
topography of Ceo triple chain structures (bright) on-top the intact DCP SAM (dark).
The blue line (# 1 ) indicates a scan across both the Ceo and bare DCP molecules along
the step edge. Figure 5-3(b) displays the line profile analysis: the solid blue curve
represents the topographical height along the blue scan line (# 1 ), while the black-
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Figure 5-2: Ceo adsorptions on DCP SAM covered A u ( lll) flat terraces and vicinal
steps (295 K , -I- 1.3 V , 0.1 nA). On vicinal stepped surface domains, the Ceo parallel
rectangular chains are presented. On DCP multi-directional SAM covered A u (lll)
terrace, there is no obvious Ceo chain formation, indicating the vicinal steps have
strong correlations in the long Ceo chain structure formation.
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Figure 5-3: Scan line analysis, (a) The blue line (# 1 ) is indicates a scan across
both the C(jo and bare DCP molecules along the step edge. Normal to the step
edge, the cyan line (# 2 ) extends across both Ceo and DCP, while the green line (# 3 )
extends across DCP only, (b) The solid blue curve is the height profile along the blue
scan line (# 1 ), while the black dotted curve is a sine wave representing the periodic
corrugations of DCP SAM. (c) The two height profiles along the cyan scan line (# 2 )
and the green scan line (# 3 ), without slope correction, (d) k (e) Top and side view of
the proposed Ceo on DCP SAM on Au(788) adsorption structure model: blue circles
(black rectangles) represent Ceo (DCP) molecules, red circles represent Au atoms.
Three Ceo molecules adsorb on top of two DCP molecules along the chain direction.
In the first chain adsorbed on top of the step edge, every third Ceo is aligned with a
trough in-between two DCP molecules.
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dotted curve is a sine wave representing the periodic corrugation of the DCP SAM
along the long-axis direction. The Cm chains are commensurate with the underlying
DCP SAM in the chain direction. The ratio of Cm to DCP is 3:2 along the steps with
every third Ceo residing above a trough in-between two DCP molecules, as shown
by vertical red-dotted lines. Two additional scan lines normal to the step edges are
also analyzed: the cyan line (# 2 ) extends across both Ceo and DCP, while the green
line (# 3 ) extends across DCP only. The corresponding line profiles in Figure 53(c) suggest that three parallel, non-close-packed, rectangular C60 chains assemble
on-top of four DCP rows filling up one Au(788) terrace. The higher peaks toward
the step edge of the cyan scan line (# 2 ) are consistent with previous observation
of Ceo adsorption structures and explained by the Smoluchowski Effect [9,192,193].
The measured value for the rectangular Ceo unit cell is approximately 1.1 x 1.0 nm2.
Figure 5-3(d) and (e) show our proposed model for Ceo assembly on-top of a perfectly
ordered DCP SAM at submonolayer coverage. Three Ceo molecules adsorb on top of
two DCP molecules along the chain direction. In the first chain adsorbed on top of
the step edge, every third Ceo is aligned with a trough in-between two DCP molecules.
After extensive annealing of the double and triple chain structures at 90 °C, most
C6o molecules diffuse to the step edge to form even longer continuous C60 chains,
which almost completely decorate the edges of the DCP covered Au(788) terraces;
see Figure 5-1(d) and Figure 5-4. This finding again shows that the step interaction
plays a significant role in determining the Ceo adsorption geometry. For multiple
chains with rectangular arrangement, the number of parallel Ceo rows w ill not exceed
three on one Au(788) terrace due to a geometrical constraint of the terrace width.
However, at high coverage the chains can rearrange to take on a hexagonal close-
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packed configuration as shown in the left corner of Figure 5-3(a) and Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-4: (a) STM image (295 K, -I- 1.3 V , 0.1 nA) of Ceo nearly continuous long
chains on the step edge of the DCP SAM covered Au(788) after extensive annealing,
(b) A larger scale STM image (295 K, -I- 1.3 V , 0.1 nA) shows the morphology of
Ceo long chains decorating the DCP SAM covered Au(788) step edge over large areas
after annealing treatments.

Figure 5-5 shows the morphology of nearly one monolayer coverage of C6o on

DCP SAM covered Au(788). Triple parallel C6o chains with rectangular arrangements
remain visible on some areas of the DCP SAM covered Au(788) steps in Figure 55(a).

However, more close-packed Ceo structures and even a second layer of Ceo

(indicated by brighter features) form with excessive Ceo coverage. The periodicity of
the Au(788) steps is perceivable by observing distinguished long Ceo chains on the
step edge in Figure 5-5(b). As a result, a layer-by-layer growth of the electron donor

(DCP) monolayer and the electron acceptor (Ceo) monolayer on a metal electrode
(gold) has been achieved.
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Figure 5-5: STM images (295 K, + 1.3 V , 0.1 nA) of nearly one monolayer Ceo cover
age on DCP SAM covered Au(788). (a) Triple rectangular C60 chains remain visible
on some ares of the DCP SAM covered Au(788) steps, (b) More close-packed Ceo
structures form with excessive Ceo coverages. The step periodicity is still perceivable
and some distinguished long Ceo chains on the step edge are observable.

5.1.4

C onclusion

We have demonstrated a controlled assembly of organic electron donor and accep
tor materials on metallic electrodes in a bottom-up, layer-by-layer fashion.

The

sharp organic interface consisting of ordered molecular fullerene chains atop a 6,13dichloropentacene (DCP) monolayer has been investigated by the experimental (STM )
method. We surmise that Ceo and DCP based organic photovoltaics could show an
improved efficiency and stability over Ceo-pentacene cells due to the high molecu
lar order of the interface as well as the introduction of DCP, a molecule optimized
for photovoltaic applications. Superior electronic transport properties are expected
from these bilayer heterojunctions. A continued and detailed investigation of this
Ceo/DCP-Au system by the theoretical (D F T ) method w ill be introduced in Chap
ter 6, which is highly complementary to the experimental observations.
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5.2

D C P on Ceo Covered A u(788)

The growth condition and sequence of donor and acceptor materials have direct effects
on their final heterojunction formations. In addition to the Ceo growth on the DCP
SAM on Au(788), the growth of DCP on Ceo covered Au(788) is also interesting
and unexplored. Moreover, it is interesting to know which w ill be a better sequence
to create the active layers for a more efficient organic photovoltaic cell. Before such
investigation can be undertaken, it is essential to conduct the growth of the pentacene
derivative on the Ceo pre-adsorbed gold. Here, I have experimented with subsequent
growth of DCP molecules on the Ceo nano cluster decorated Au(788) and show some
preliminary results.
The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base
pressure of 1.0 x 10~10 mbar. After obtaining a pristine Au(788) surface with the
cleaning procedure stated in section 4.1.2, Ceo molecules were deposited in situ via a
physical vapor deposition process with the Ceo flux of approximately 1 M L /h r, which
is a similar flux as used in section 5.1.2. The exposure time is about 20 minutes, which
results in C6o cluster structures on Au(788) fee sites similar to Figure 4-12. Right
after STM confirmation of the presence of Ceo nano clusters, a nearly monolayer
dose of DCP was subsequently deposited onto the sample by exposing the sample
to a DCP vapor phased flux at 6M L/hr for about 10 minutes. The pressure in the
chamber remained 10“ 10 mbar during the deposition of both molecules. STM images
were acquired by a SPECS-Aarhus system at room temperature.
Figure 5-6 shows a morphology of Ceo and DCP heterostructures after DCP sub
sequently deposited onto Ceo chain-structure covered Au(788). There is no sign of
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5 nm
Figure 5-6: Constant STM image (295 K, + 1.1 V , 0.1 nA) shows a morphology of
DCP subsequently deposited onto Ceo chain-structure covered Au(788). The righthand-side domain of image remains the Ceo-chain decorated Au(788) step edges. The
left-hand-side domain of image exhibits a major aggregated close-packed Ceo clus
ter, which is believed to be caused by subsequent addition of DCP molecules. The
two domains are separated by a wider terrace, which is covered by disordered DCP
molecules.
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DCP growth on top of Ceo clusters, instead, DCP molecules fill up the remaining
exposed gold substrates. However, here, the atomic resolution is low for the DCP
molecules in contrast to a higher corrugation caused by Ceo- Ceo molecules remain
chain structures and decorate the Au(788) step edges on the right-hand-side domain
in Figure 5-6. In contrast, Cso molecules on the left-hand-side domain in Figure 5-6
exhibit a major aggregation, which leads to a larger close-packed Ceo cluster. This
is believed to be caused by the subsequent addition of DCP molecules, since no such
large Ceo close-packed cluster is observed on the Au(788) alone. The formation of
such large close-packed C6o clusters is very interesting, since we do not observe this
Ceo aggregation on DCP covered Au(788) either. We suspect this is caused by alter
ing the deposition sequence, however, the exact mechanism of the formation of such a
large Ceo cluster is to be determined. The right- and left- hand side domains in Fig
ure 5-6 are separated by a wider terrace in the middle, which covered by disordered
DCP molecules with limited visibility of some molecules in this disordered-phased
DCP layer.
Figure 5-7 is another similar STM image of DCP subsequently added onto Ceo
pre-adsorbed A u ( lll) terrace regions. The molecular resolution of DCP is still low.
The most predominate features in this image are the Ceo chain-like clusters, shown
as bright protrusions. They are close-packed Ceo clusters consisting of short chains
(< 10 molecules) or long-chain structures (> 10 molecules, including double and single
file chains) near the step edges, supposedly surrounded by molecularly unresolved
DCP molecules. The Ceo and DCP are phase-segregated. This is also different from
the case of Ceo on bare A u (lll), in which no such straight long-chain structures were
formed [10-12]. The added DCP molecules likely force Ceo molecules to aggregate
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into larger clusters or longer chains near gold steps. This final structure formation
is driven by the delicate intermolecular and molecule-substrate interactions between
Ceo, DCP and the gold steps.

Figure 5-7: After approximately 1 hour annealing at around 353 K, constant STM
image taken at 295 K (+ 1.3 V , 0.1 nA) shows a morphology of DCP subsequently
deposited onto Ceo covered A u (lll) terraces. There are Ceo close-packed clusters and
single/double Ceo chain structures at the step edges of the terraces. DCP molecules
are unresolved. However, the Ceo structures are modified in contrast to Ceo on bare
A u (lll) [10-12].

It is important to be able to create phase segregated donor and acceptor inter
faces. For example, a certain degree of phase segregation between donor and acceptor
materials can help efficient exciton dissociation in O PV applications [194]. Through
the experiment of adding DCP to Ceo clusters on gold, we provide an avenue to make
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such mixed phased structures by optimizing the growth sequence of the donor and
acceptor materials. Therefore, to understand the growth mechanism and sequence
of the donor and acceptor materials is a prerequisite prior to any further electronic
property tests in O PV applications.
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Chapter 6

D F T S im u l a t io n s f o r G e o m e t r i c
and

6.1

E l e c t r o n ic S t r u c t u r e s

Introduction

Density functional theory (D FT) is an exceptional tool for simulations of the geo
metric and electronic structures for nano materials at the molecular level and offers
a theoretical point of view in supporting experimental (STM ) observations. In this
chapter, I use D F T to simulate various configurations and electronic properties to
complement the STM results in Chapter 4 and 5. The structure of this chapter is the
following:

Section 6.2 introduces the detailed methods implemented in my DFT cal

culations. Section 6.3 introduces DCP molecular orbitals, DCP SAM band structures,
and the structure and relaxation of DCP SAM on gold. Section 6.4 introduces the var
ious Ceo configurations on DCP SAM on gold. Section 6.5 introduces the electronic
properties between the Ceo and DCP SAM interface with and without the presence of
gold substrates, such as charge transfer and dipole moment.
In section 6.3, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LU M O ) and the high
est occupied molecular orbital (HOM O) of an isolated DCP molecule are simulated
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and they bear a resemblance to the DCP molecular orbitals resolved by STM. A
two-dimensional band structure of a free-standing DCP SAM with a centered rectan
gular arrangement is obtained and it shows the characteristic property for molecular
semiconductors. The optimized distance between the DCP SAM to the gold sub
strate is obtained.

Furthermore, we observe an interesting phenomenon that the

DCP molecules buckle on the gold substrate after relaxation.
In section 6.4, the configuration energies of the Ceo hexagonal and rectangular
lattice are compared. The adsorption geometries of the Cgo single molecule, single
and double file chains on DCP SAM are simulated with and without the presence of
the gold substrate. The Ceo adsorption energy landscape is obtained. We show that
the trough between two DCP rows is energetically favorable for Ceo adsorption. It is,
however, not strong enough to overcome the attractive interaction between the Ceo
molecules and explain the Ceo non-compact chain formation on DCP SAM.
In section 6.5, I calculate the electronic properties of the Ceo and DCP SAM
interface. The charge transfer and dipole moment are quantitatively similar to Ceo on
recumbent pentacene [4]. However, these values are approximately twice the values of
the Ceo-pentacene dimer. These electronic properties between the Ceo-DCP interface
are unaffected by the presence of the gold substrate.

6.2

Detailed Methods

The Quantum ESPRESSO package [195] was used for almost all calculations in
cluding the DCP-gold interaction, Ceo/DCP heterostructures and Ceo/DCP-Au 3component systems, with the exception of the DCP HO M O-LUM O structure simu
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lation which was carried out using the A B IN IT package [163]. Local density approx
imations (LDA ) with Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials in Quantum ESPRESSO
and with Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials in A B IN IT were used in the calcula
tions. In addition, the generalized gradient approximations (GG A) were used for the
step simulations in section 6.4.5. The Marzari-Vanderbilt smearing with a Gaussian
broadening of 0.001 Ry was applied for the electronic states near the Fermi-level when
a gold slab was present.
In the DCP SAM band structure calculation: first, a self-consistent calculation
was performed for the DCP centered rectangular lattice with the Brillouin zone in
tegrations using a 8 x 8 x 1 /c-point grid; then a non-self-consistent calculation was
carried out with the desired fc-point grid and the number of bands illustrated in Fig
ure 6-4. In the simulation of DCP SAM on gold, the supercell contains four DCP
molecules (i.e. 144 atoms) on one (i.e. 66 atoms) or two (i.e. 132 atoms) A u (lll)
layers, using a 2 x 4 x 1 fc-point grid. The convergence force threshold was set to be
l.O x 10-5 Ry/bohr for the DCP relaxation on gold.
In the energy landscape calculations of the Ceo adsorption on DCP SAM, the
supercell contains one Ceo molecule on top of eight DCP molecules (i.e. 288 atoms)
representing a brick-wall patterned SAM; shown in Figure 6-8. Moreover, the su
percell contains three or six Ceo molecules on top of eight DCP molecules for the
simulations of single or double file Ceo chains on DCP SAM. Both the flat and buck
led DCP SAM were tested. In the charge transfer and dipole moment calculations,
the supercell contains one C6o and four DCP molecules (i.e. 144 atoms) with and
without four A u (lll) layers (i.e. 264 atoms). We used only the Gamma point for
these large-cell calculations. For asymmetric slab geometries, a dipole correction in
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the vacuum region was included to remove any long-ranged electric fields [196].

6.3
6.3.1

DCP SAM
D C P M olecular HOM O-LUM O structures

As we know, the STM images of organic molecules represent the molecules’ electron
orbital structures and they are bias dependent [145,146]. When a positive bias is
applied to the molecules, the electrons tunnel from the STM tip to the lowest unoc
cupied molecular orbital (LUM O ) of molecules; when a negative bias is added to the
molecules, the electrons tunnel from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HO M O )
of molecules to the STM tip. Figure 6-1 is a good illustration. It shows two different
molecular electron orbitals for the exact same areas of a well-ordered DCP brick-wall
patterned SAM on A u (lll) terraces. Figure 6-1 (a) shows the LUM O structures of
the DCP molecules with a positive bias applied to the sample; while (b) shows the
HOMO structures of the DCP molecules with a negative bias applied to the sam
ple. The troughs between the HOMOs are more pronounced as for the LUMOs, as
expected from the single molecule calculations showing a DOS minimum along the
center axis. The overall shape of the DCP LUM O is smoother than the HOMO in
the STM image.
D F T has the ability to simulate different molecular orbitals.

During the self-

consistent calculation, D F T can generate multiple wave functions for different orbitals
in molecules and these can be further visualized by software such as Xcrysden [197].
Figure 6-2 is an example of the D F T simulated LUM O and HOMO structures for
isolated DCP molecules. They bear a resemblance to the STM image with the cor-
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Figure 6-1: A well-ordered DCP brick-wall patterned SAM on A u (lll) terraces after
annealing, using different bias voltages: (a) positive bias (295 K, + 0.1 V , 0.1 nA) (b)
negative bias (295 K, - 0.3 V , 1.0 nA). The two images show the exact same scanned
area and image (a) was taken right after image (b).
responding orbitals in Figure 6-1 and are also similar to the pentacene molecular
orbitals [145,146]. There is a central trough separating the symmetrical lobes in the
HOMO structure of DCP along the molecular long axis. However, the STM image in
Figure 6-1 (b) cannot resolve the central trough in the HOMO orbital. The calculated
H O M O /LU M O levels and their gaps for a DCP and an ordinary pentacene molecule
are listed in Table 6.1. In general, a gap reduction is beneficial for increasing energy
conversion efficiency in O PV applications [142]. An optimal band gap for maximum
conversion efficiency is generally believed to be ~1 eV. A larger band gap reduces
exciton generations, while a smaller band gap eases exciton recombinations as well as
excessive energy loss in the form of heat [198,199].
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Figure 6-2: D F T simulated the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUM O ) (a) and
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOM O) (b) of an isolated DCP molecule.
Table 6.1: The comparison of HOMO, LUMO and their calculated gaps between an
isolated ordinary pentacene and an isolated 6,13-dichloropentacene molecule [3].
ordinary pentacene
HOM O (eV)
LUM O (eV)
Gap (eV)

6.3.2

6,13-dichloropentacene

-4.96
-2.67
2.29

-5.14
-2.98
2.16

B and Structures o f D C P SAM

In solid state physics, the band structure of a material is very important in determin
ing whether the material is an insulator, a metal, or a semiconductor. Every solid
contains electrons and the electrons are confined in certain allowed energy bands. In
sulators contain bands that are either filled with electrons or empty. Metals contain
bands partially filled with electrons, between 10% to 90% filled [72]. Semiconductors
have one or two bands that are slightly filled with electrons or slightly empty. The
highest occupied band is called the valence band. This band is almost fully occupied
in an insulator or semiconductor. The lowest unoccupied band is called the conduc
tion band. A band gap is between the valence band and conduction band, where
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no electrons are allowed. In metals, the valence band and conduction band overlap
so that there is no band gap. Semiconductors and insulators have band gaps. The
difference between semiconductors and insulators is only that the forbidden band gap
between the valence band and conduction band is larger in insulators. Typically a
band gap in an insulator is larger than 4 eV [200].

Figure 6-3: (a) An isolated brick-wall patterned DCP SAM in the real space: a i and
a3 are chosen to be unit vectors in a unit cell, (b) the reciprocal lattice and first
Brillouin zone of the DCP SAM with critical points. The enclosed hexagon is the
first Brillouin zone, b i and b 3 are the corresponding the reciprocal unit vectors.

The H O M O /LU M O levels in organic molecular semiconductors are equivalent to
the valance/conduction bands in crystalline semiconductors. When the molecules
arrange themselves in an ordered crystalline structure, the discrete molecular energy
levels become the continuous energy bands. Here, the free-standing DCP SAM with
a centered rectangular lattice is treated as a 2-D crystalline material and the band
structures for this DCP SAM can be drawn. Figure 6-3(a) shows the unit vectors a i
and a3 in a DCP SAM. The a j and a3 coordinates are a i = (14.8, 13.9)ao and a3 =
(-14.8, 13.9)o0, where oo is the Bohr radius. This lattice vector is slightly different
from the one used in Chapter 4. It is commensurable with the gold atoms and is used
throughout Chapter 6 for the DCP SAM. Figure 6-3(b) shows the reciprocal lattice
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with the first Brillouin zone for the DCP SAM. The first Brillouin zone is enclosed
by an irregular hexagon,

bi

and

b3 are the reciprocal unit vectors, derived from

the

corresponding a i, aa in Figure 6-3(a). Figure 6-4 shows the 2-D band structures for
the free-standing DCP brick-wall patterned SAM, which follows the path M*r-M-K-r
of the first Brillouin zone in Figure 6-3(b). The energy levels have some dispersions,
but overall are discrete. The small band gap extends over the entire zone and the
fermi level is within the band gap, which is well characterized as a semiconductor
material.

6.3.3

D C P Buckling on G old after R elaxation

I have characterized the free-standing DCP SAM structures using D FT. A follow-up
question is how does the DCP SAM interact with the gold layers. Here, I did the
simulations of the DCP SAM on both one-layer and two-layer A u (lll) . Figure 6-5(a)
shows the top-view geometry of the DCP SAM on one-layer of gold. The supercell,
enclosed by the dotted line, contains four DCP molecules and 66 gold atoms. Figure 65(b) shows the optimized center to center distance between the DCP SAM and the
gold top layer is 3.2 A, which agrees with the recumbent pentacene to Au distance in
a D F T calculation [13].
There is a very interesting phenomenon that the DCP molecules are buckled
after relaxations on gold. Figure 6-6 shows simulations of one DCP monolayer on two
layers of A u ( lll) after structure relaxations for DCP molecules while keeping the gold
atoms fixed. Each DCP molecule buckles with respect to the central axis through two
chlorine atoms in DCP. Some molecules buckle up while some buckle down. This is
possibly due to a strong hydrogen bonding between C-H— Cl. Nevertheless, STM so
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Wave vector
Figure 6-4: Band structures for DCP brick-wall patterned monolayer: CB and VB
indicated in the figure are short for conduction band and valance band respectively,
and the fermi level is the dashed line in-between those two bands. The band gap
extends over the entire zone. Energy levels have some dispersions and overall are
discrete. The path of M -r-M -K-r follows a path in Figure 6-3(b): from the M point
on the kx axis to the T point to M point (indicated) to K point (indicated) and back
to T point.
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Figure 6-5: DCP SAM on one-layer A u (lll) surface: (a) top view (b) side view. The
supercell is enclosed by the dotted rectangle and consists of four DCP molecules. The
optimized distance from center to center of DCP and gold is z = 3.2 A, in agreement
with the optimized distance from pentacene to gold [13].
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far cannot sense such tiny bending of atomic bonds in a molecule, since STM actually
detects the combined electron orbitals of the whole DCP.

Figure 6-6: Simulations of a DCP monolayer on two layers of A u (lll) after struc
ture relaxations for DCP molecules while keeping the gold atoms fixed. Each DCP
molecule buckles with respect to the central axis through two chlorine atoms in DCP,
some molecules buckle up while some buckle down. This is possibly due to a strong
hydrogen bonding interaction between C-H • • • Cl.
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6.4

C 60 on D C P S A M on Gold

6.4.1
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Figure 6-7: (a) a hexagonal close-packed arrangement of C6o, a unit cell of 10.4 A x
10.4 A, with a 60° angle, (b) a rectangular arrangement of Cgo, a unit cell of 11.1 A
x 10.4 A, with a 90° angle. The dotted lines indicate the unit cells.

In Chapter 5, we have observed the unique Ceo parallel rectangular chains on DCP
SAM covered Au(788).

The fact that Ceo prefers to form rectangular chains on

this particular interface is striking, since the Ceo close-packed hexagonal geometries
have been observed on most previously reported substrates [10-12,201] (except for
functionalized Ceo [8] or on pre-patterned surface nanotemplates [202,203]).

For

this purpose, I carried out D F T calculations to compare the total energy differences
between the two configurations of the C ki array: a rectangular lattice and a hexagonal
lattice (restricted in a 2-D plane). The two geometries of the C6o arrangements are
shown in Figure 6-7. The optimized unit parameters after relaxation are 11.1 A x
10.4 A (with a 90° angle) for the rectangular lattice and 10.4 A x 10.4 A (with a
60° angle) for the hexagonal lattice. The calculated total energy of the rectangular
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lattice is larger than that of the hexagonal lattice, which indicates that the closepacked hexagonal arrangement is the more stable energy configuration. The formation
energy for the rectangular lattice and the hexagonal lattice is ~0.1 eV and ~0.26 eV,
respectively. For comparison, the Ceo-Ceo interaction energy is also calculated with a
value of ~0.13 eV. This is calculated by comparing the energy difference between twoC60 of 1 nm apart in a large unit cell and two isolated Cgo molecules in the same-sized
unit cell. The dimension for the unit cell in the calculation is: 60 x 51 x 40 bohr3.
This value is comparable to the previous D F T calculated value of 0.15 eV [8] and is
smaller than the binding energy of Ceo dimer [204,205]. Some other reported values
of the cohesive energy for the Ceo dimer are larger, in which case a polymerization (a
weak covalent connection between two Ceo cages) is involved [206,207]. The values
are listed in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Calculated C6o-C60 interaction energy, the formation energy required for
a hexagonal and a rectangular C 60 lattice, and reported Ceo cohesive energies for
various scenarios.
energy (eV)
C 60-C 60 interaction energy at 1 nm:
Formation energy for the rectangular lattice (per Ceo):
Formation energy for the hexagonal lattice (per Ceo):
Two Ceo molecules intermolecular binding energy at most:
Thermal dissociation energy for Ceo dimer (experimentally):
Ceo dimer (polymerization) cohesive energy:
Ceo monolayer cohesive energy (per Ceo):
Ceo fee bulk cohesive energy (per Ceo):
1, from Ref. [204].
2, from Ref. [205].
3, from Ref. [206,207], using LDA approximation.
4, from Ref. [207], using GGA approximation.
5, from Ref. [208] non-polymerization.
6, from Ref. [208] polymerization.
7, from Ref. [209].
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0.13
0.10
0.26
0.171
0.282
1.23, 0.34
1.3®, 2.76
1.67

6.4.2

One Cgo on D C P SAM : Energy Landscape

To gain a quantitative understanding of the Ceo geometries on a brick-wall patterned
DCP SAM, I performed DFT-based total energy calculations of the C6o/ DC P-Au
system. First, I computed the total energy of one Ceo molecule at different sites above
a free-standing DCP SAM. The energy variation due to different orientations of the
Ceo molecule is small (~10 meV) compared to the energy differences between different
locations and the thermal energy, in contrast to Ceo on bare Au [210]. Figure 6-9
shows the energy landscape for our chosen orientation of Ceo, where its hexagon face
has the same orientation as the benzene rings in the DCP molecule; shown in Figure 68. Total energies are calculated at 20 different sites in one quadrant of the DCP SAM
unit cell, indicated by black dots in Figure 6-9. The corresponding binding energies
and adsorption heights for these sites are listed in Table 6.3. A t each adsorption
site, the center-to-center distance from Ceo to the DCP plane (adsorption height)
is optimized, resulting in a range of 0.61 to 0.66 nm. The purple (dark) and red
(bright) regions represent adsorption sites of lower and higher energies, respectively,
in Figure 6-9. According to this energy map, the preferential adsorption positions
for a single Ceo are clearly above the trough in-between the parallel DCP rows along
their long molecular axis. The energy at the positions near the chlorine atoms are,
however, higher than the minimum by ~20 meV. The maximum binding energy
variation across the region is ~100 meV. The Ceo-Ceo interaction energy is ~130 meV
for an isolated Ceo pair, while the binding energy of one Ceo to a free-standing DCP
SAM is ~240 meV. This Ceo to DCP SAM binding energy is almost unaffected when
including the gold substrate. Table 6.4 lists the binding energies of one Ceo to the
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DCP SAM (flat or buckled) with increased layers of gold: only a very small percentage
of increment corresponds to each additional layer of gold.
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Figure 6-8: D F T simulations of one Cm molecule adsorbed on the DCP brick-wall
patterned SAM: (a) top view (b) side view. The supercell is enclosed by the dotted
rectangle and consists of one Ceo and eight DCP molecules. The interaction between
neighboring supercells’ Ceo can be safely ignored due to the large Ceo intermolecular
distance, h indicates the optimized distance from Cm center to DCP center. The
optimized values range from 6.1 A to 6.6 A, depending on different adsorption sites.
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Figure 6-9: Configuration energy landscape of one Ceo molecule on the DCP SAM.
The false-color landscape is the interpolation using the total energies calculated at 20
different sites indicated by the black dots. The field of view is expanded by assuming
mirror symmetries, ignoring the anisotropy of Ceo- The rainbow color scheme from
purple (dark) to red (bright) represents lower to higher configuration energies and
indicates the trough between two DCP rows as the preferred adsorption site for CeoTable 6.3: The corresponding binding energies (unit: meV) per unit cell and adsorp
tion heights (listed in parentheses, unit: nm) for C®) on DCP SAM at various sites
illustrated in Figure 6-9. The (x = 0 nm, y = 0 nm) site is at the center of DCP. The
unit cell contains one Ceo and eight DCP.
x = 0
y
y
y
y
y

=
=
=
=
=

0.37
0.26
0.16
0.08

o

261.5
218.0
210.8
238.6
233.2

(0.62)
(0.64)
(0.65)
(0.65)
(0.65)

x = 0.26
283.0
251.7
241.2
238.6
194.4

(0.61)
(0.63)
(0.64)
(0.65)
(0.66)
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x = 0.52
272.8
242.5
237.7
197.6
167.8

(0.61)
(0.62)
(0.63)
(0.65)
(0.66)

x = 0.78
261.5
208.0
225.7
218.8
217.1

(0.62)
(0.63)
(0.63)
(0.63)
(0.64)

Table 6.4: The Ceo binding energy to DCP SAM per unit cell (flat or buckled) with
increasing Au layers. The unit cell contains one C m , four DCP and corresponding
gold layers.
on flat DCP
0 layer
1 layer
2 layer
3 layer
4 layer

Au
Au
Au
Au
Au

on buckled DCP
1 layer
2 layer
3 layer
4 layer

6.4.3

Au
Au
Au
Au

binding energy (meV)

percentage of increment

238.8
240.5
243.3
243.7
244.7

0.712%
1.138%
0.160%
0.419%

binding energy (meV)

percentage of increment

231.8
234.9
235.1
235.9

1.359%
0.085%
0.320%

-

-

One C m R ow on D C P SAM

I have verified the lowest energy configuration for a Ceo chain on DCP consisting of
three Ceo (about 1 nm apart) lined up commensurable with two DCP molecules along
the DCP long-axis direction. When shifting the Ceo chain along this direction, the
configuration with the middle Ceo ° n the trough in-between of two DCP has a lower
energy than the configuration with the middle Ceo on top of the DCP molecule’s
center. When shifting the Ceo chain along the DCP short-axis direction, the lowest
energy configuration is reached when the Ceo chain is again on top of the DCP trough
between two DCP molecular rows. Figure 6-10 shows the optimized one Ceo row on
DCP SAM, in which the Ceo chain is on top of the trough in-between two DCP rows.
This follows the single Ceo adsorption energy landscape, in which the lowest energy
sites are above the trough of DCP rows, shown in Figure 6-9.
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Figure 6-10: Optimized single Ceo chain on DCP SAM: the chain is on top of a
trough in-between two DCP rows along its long-axis direction.The image contains
one supercell consisting of three C6o and eight DCP molecules.

6.4.4

Tw o C§0 R ow s on D C P SA M w ith /w ith o u t Gold

I have calculated the configuration energy of two Ceo chains on a DCP SAM, modeled
by six Ceo on eight DCP molecules in a unit cell. The first chain is placed on top
of a DCP row following our experimental observation of the adsorption of C6o on
top of the upper edges of the DCP covered gold terraces. W ith the constraint of
the rectangular chain geometry, the optimized adsorption position for the second C$o
chain is above the trough between two DCP molecular rows; see Figure 6-11(a). The
calculated C6o~C6o chain spacing of 1.1 nm agrees well with experimental results.
However, we find that the total energy of close-packed geometry (Figure 6 -ll(b )) is
still lower if the geometrical constraint is removed, suggesting that the non-compact
chain formation is possibly metastable.
Table 6.5 lists the configuration energy differences between a rectangular chain
(Figure 6 -ll(a )) and a hexagonal close-packed Ceo chain (Figure 6 -ll(b )) with var
ious conditions implemented in D FT. The close-packed geometry with a closer C6o
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intermolecular distance has the lower energy configuration in almost all cases except
one with a large electric field implemented in the dipole correction in D FT. The
dipole correction is designed to compensate for any long-ranged electric fields caused
by the asymmetric slab geometries in the D F T calculation [196,211]. However, the
added electric field (~ 1 V /A ) is unrealistically large. A ll attempts lead to the con
clusion that the hexagonal close-packed Ceo geometry is the global minimum energy
configuration.
Table 6.5: The energy differences (per unit cell) between the rectangular and the
close-packed Ceo chain configurations with various conditions. The energy differ
ence equals the rectangular configuration energy minus the close-packed configurar
tion energy. The top half-table uses the local-density approximation (LDA) for the
exchange-correlation potentials, and the bottom half-table uses the generalized gradi
ent approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation potentials, the added electric
field is in the unit of a.u., 1 a.u. = 51.422 V /A .
energy difference(eV)

conditions (LDA)
on
on
on
on

flat DCP
buckled DCP
flat DCP on 1 layer Au
buckled DCP on 1 layer Au

0.282
0.296
0.279
0.344

conditions (GGA)

energy difference(eV)

on buckled DCP
on buckled DCP on 1 layer Au
on buckled DCP on 1 layer Au:
(with dipole correction, added electric
(with dipole correction, added electric
(with dipole correction, added electric
(with dipole correction, added electric

0.130
0.173
field
field
field
field
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=
=
=
=

0)
0.001)
0.01)
0.02)

0.171
0.166
0.125
-0.056

Figure 6-11: D F T simulations for two possible Ceo chains on DCP SAM: (a) Ceo
rectangular chain (b) Ceo close-packed chain. The dotted line enclosed unit contains
a supercell in calculations for both images.

6.4.5

C6o on Buckled D C P on T ilted G old (Sim ulation of
Steps)

Ultimately, we want the simulations to approach the real physical system as closely
as possible. In this attempt, I have built a single Ceo chain on top of a buckled
DCP on a stepped gold layer. The supercell contains three Ceo molecules, eight DCP
molecules and one layer gold (i.e. 132 atoms). In this supercell, the substrate (DCP
covered Au) is not parallel to the z plane but rather has a tilt angle with respect to
the z plane, resulting in steps, see Figure 6-12. This way, a representation of the step
geometry is obtained. Figure 6-12 (a),(b) axe top and side views of the C6o chain
adsorbed on the lower step edge of DCP SAM covered gold. Figure 6-12 (c),(d) are
top and side views of the C«) chain adsorbed on the upper step edge of DCP SAM
covered gold. The arrows indicate the locations of {111} steps . Each image contains
two supercells in the x direction. The configuration energy of (c),(d) is lower than
(a), (b) by /v 0.16 eV per unit cell. This is an indication that Ceo has a lower energy
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configuration when adsorbed on the upper step edge, which is in agreement with
our experimental observations as I showed in Chapter 5. However, the simulations
involving steps are preliminary.

■M .

Figure 6-12: D F T simulations of the Ceo chain on DCP SAM covered gold steps.
(a),(b) are top and side views of the C6o chain adsorbed on the lower step edge.
(c),(d) are top and side views of the Ceo chain adsorbed on the upper step edge. The
arrows indicate the locations of {111} steps . Each image contains two supercells in
the x direction. The configuration energy of (c),(d) is lower than (a), (b) by ~0.16 eV
per unit cell.

6.5

Electronic Properties of the Ceo - D C P S A M
Interface

6.5.1

Charge Transfer

For the O PV device application, the charge transfer between the electron donor
and the electron acceptor materials has direct impact on the photovoltaic efficiency.
Therefore, it is crucial to understand the charge transfer property between the donor
(DCP) and acceptor (Ceo) interface at the molecular level. For this purpose, I con
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ducted the charge transfer investigations between Ceo and DCP SAM interface by
D F T calculations.
Figure 6-13 shows the result for the charge density redistribution between a Ceo
(acceptor) and DCP monolayer (donor) interface after Ceo adsorption onto a DCP
monolayer. Figure 6-13(a) is the isosurface representing the charge density redistribu
tion between the Ceo and DCP interface after C6o adsorbed on DCP. The red region
near the Ceo is the electron gain region, while the blue region near the DCP is the elec
tron depletion region. Figure 6-13(b) is the corresponding integrated electron density
change along the direction where Ceo is normal to DCP. The integrated charge trans
fer value is small from DCP to Ceo, which depends on the boundary choice. There is
about 0.04 electron transferred to Ceo when integrating from z = 2.45 bohr (where
the electron density is zero in Figure 6-13) to z = 25 bohr, approximately over the
whole Ceo region. The same integral technique was used to produce the result of 0.01
electron transferred from A u (lll) to Ceo [212]. Therefore there is a slight increase
of charge transfer with the presence of the DCP layer. W ith increased layers of gold
there is no significant difference in the characteristic peaks in the charge transfer,
see Figure 6-14, indicating that gold layers have little effect on the charge transfer
between the Ceo and DCP interface and are well screened by the DCP layer.
By using the Bader criterion for the charge transfer calculations [213], the charge
transfer to Ceo is integrated from the charge density minimum at 3.9 bohr from
the surface layer out to the center of the vacuum region. The calculated charge
transfer values between the Ceo and DCP SAM interface are listed in Table 6.6 with
and without the gold substrate present, in comparison with the Ceo-pentacene dimer
interface [4].
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Figure 6 - 1 3 : (a) The 3 D isosurface (with an isovalue of 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 between the minimum
grid value of - 0 . 0 0 0 7 0 5 and maximum grid value of 0 . 0 0 0 2 7 6 ) shows the electrondensity redistribution before the planar integration between the Ceo and D C P S A M
interface. The electron density increases in the red regions mostly near Ceo, and
decreases in the blue regions mostly near D C P . (b) is the corresponding I D electrondensity change integrated over the x-y plane for the C 6 o - D C P interface along the
surface normal (z axis), 1 0 bohr = 0 . 5 3 nm. Positive values (horizontal hatching
lines) indicate electron accumulation and negative values (vertical hatching lines)
indicate electron depletion, relative to the non-interacting Ceo-DCP system.
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Figure 6-14: Comparison of the electron density changes of the C 6 o - D C P interface
with and without the presence of gold layers. The red curve is the same curve as
shown in Figure 6-13(b), without the presence of gold layers. The black curve is
the electron density change between Ceo and D C P SAM interface on four gold layers.
The characteristic peaks of both curves nearly overlap between the Ceo-DCP interface.
There are some small oscillations due to the gold layers shown on the black curve.
The gold layers have little effect on the charge redistribution between the Ceo-DCP
interface.
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Table 6.6: The electron charge transfers to Ceo (0 ). The Ceo molecule is centered
above the planar DCP molecule in the brick-wall patterned SAM structure. The data
for the Ceo/pentacene dimer is transcribed from Ref. [4].

6.5.2

Systems

Q( e )

Ceo on DCP SAM
Ceo on DCP SAM on Au
Ceo/pentacene dimer [4]

0.022
0.023
0.01

D ip ole M om ent

Dipole moment between the donor and acceptor interface is another important factor
in determining the photovoltaic efficiency. It could facilitate the charge separation
and reduce the charge recombination process. To compare the dipole moment of
the Ceo-DCP interface with the Ceo-pentacene interface, I have calculated the dipole
moments between the Ceo and DCP SAM interface with and without the presence of
the gold substrate. The dipole moments (A /i) axe calculated as J0° A p (z)(z —zo)dz,
where A p(z) is the electron density change along z axis (Figure 6-14), zo is the surface
layer, and a is the cell length [210]. The results of the dipole moment for a single Ceo
on different substrates are listed in Table 6.7.
As we see from Table 6.6 and Table 6.7, both the charge transfer and the dipole
moment for the Ceo-DCP interface are comparable to the ideal Ceo-pentacene interface
[4]. There is little modification to these numbers when including the gold surface,
Table 6.7: The dipole moments (p) pointing from Ceo on different substrates. The
Ceo molecule is centered above the planar DCP molecule in the brick-wall patterned
SAM structure. The data for the Ceo/pentacene dimer is transcribed from Ref. [4].
Systems

/t (debye)

C60 on DCP SAM
Ceo on DCP SAM on Au
Ceo/pentacene dimer [4]

0.51
0.61
1
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further indicating that Ceo is well screened from the gold substrate.

6.6

Outlook

The continued simulations involving stepped gold substrate will make the simulation
more sophisticated and closer to the real physics systems. However, it will require
larger and larger supercells, which are limited by the current computational power.
In addition, it w ill make the simulation more accurate when including the van der
Waals interaction in the D F T calculation, which is trendy in the D F T community.
However, it is still at the developing stage.
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C hapter 7
C o n c l u s io n s

7.1

Sum m ary

In this thesis, I have demonstrated a pathway of assembling organic electron donor and
acceptor materials into a layer-by-layer heterojunction on metal surfaces for model
organic photovoltaic (O PV) applications. Their molecular interface structures and
electronic properties are characterized by ultra-high vacuum scanning tunneling mi
croscopy (STM ) and density functional theory (D F T ). The major results are summa
rized as follows:
The nanostructures of prominent surfaces are studied, i.e. Bi(100) and Au(788)
surfaces. STM reveals the atomically-resolved structure of the unreconstructed Bi(100)
surface and evidences that the wide (100) terraces are separated by two-layer high
steps in which the shorter of the two interlayer spacings terminates this surface,
consistent with the low energy electron diffraction (LEED) structural analysis and
D FT. We find an unusually large oscillatory multilayer relaxation down to the sixth
layer existing on Bi(100), which is related to the deeply penetrating electronic surface
states [97]. Meanwhile, Au(788) surface structures (including atomic-resolved struc
tures, steps, and reconstructions) are characterized in detail and it is identified as a
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natural patterned nanotemplate for molecular self-assembly.
The self-assembly of a novel pentacene derivative — 6,13-dichloropentacene (DCP)
on gold surfaces is studied. DCP is a promising electron-donor material for OPV
cells with an excellent resistance to photo-oxidation. On the A u ( lll) surface, DCP
forms a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) with various domains of six high-symmetry
orientations. The uniformity of the DCP SAM is greatly improved when assembling
DCP on the Au(788) vicinal surface where the presence of parallel atomic steps select
only one of the possible SAM orientations because of the step mediated interaction.
The SAM resembles a perfect brick-wall pattern with the long-axis parallel to the
step edges, which is attributed to a C-H— Cl hydrogen interaction.

This perfect

single-domain SAM of DCP extends over very large areas [43].
The subsequent growth of Ceo molecules on this DCP SAM covered Au(788) is
investigated. Ceo serves as an electron-acceptor molecule. A t submonolayer coverage,
Ceo

molecules form long parallel chains with a rectangular arrangement atop the

intact DCP SAM on Au(788). The Ceo molecular chain is commensurate (3:2) with
the DCP lattice along the long axis: three fullerenes line up with two DCP molecules.
After extensive mild annealing

C 6o

molecules are forced to the Au(788) step edges

forming very long Ceo chains. These final structure formations are attributed to the
delicate intermolecular interactions and molecule-substrate interactions. Together, a
well controlled layer-by-layer assembly of a highly-ordered molecular donor (DCP)
and acceptor (Ceo) heterojunction is achieved [44].
The geometric structures, including the DCP, Ceo and Au three-component sys
tem, are modeled by theoretical D F T calculations. This provides a complement to
the STM observation. The calculated configuration energy landscape of a single Ceo
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molecule on the free-standing DCP SAM shows that single Ceo prefers to absorb on
top of the trough in-between the DCP rows of the brick-wall structure. When ad
sorbing chains of C m , they first align along the upper step edge of Au, right on-top
of DCP; then the second parallel Ceo chain lines up next to the first chain away from
the gold step edge and on top of the trough between the DCP rows. The inter-chain
spacing of Ceo double chain agrees with the experimental results of 1.1 nm. Overall,
the D F T simulated interface structures are in agreement with the STM results.
Furthermore, many electronic properties of the donor (DCP) and acceptor (Ceo)
interface are predicted by D FT. The calculated charge transfer and dipole moment of
the Ceo-DCP interface are comparable with the reported Ceo-pentacene dimer. These
values are almost unaffected by the presence of the gold substrate. Superior electronic
transport properties are expected for these well-ordered and well-controlled bilayer
heterojunctions for a potential improvement of the photovoltaic efficiency.

7.2

Impacts

The research of self-assembling the two core components (i.e. electron donors and
acceptors) on metal surfaces provide a pathway to engineer a highly-ordered donoracceptor interface for organic solar cells. It provides the fundamental understanding
of organic donor-acceptor heterostructure formation at a molecular level and predicts
how the nanoscale structures and electronic properties will affect the overall energy
conversion properties. The controlled highly-ordered organic donor-acceptor interface
has the potential to improve the conversion efficiency in organic photovoltaics.
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7.3

Outlook

There axe several research directions for the future work:

• To conduct spectroscopy measurements of the adsorbed DCP molecules and
DCP SAM on metal surfaces. The differential conductance (d l/d V ) can mea
sure the H O M O /LU M O levels as well as map out the molecule’s electronic
orbital structure on the metal surface, which ultimately lead to conductivity
and transport measurements. Engineering these electronic properties will be
crucial for the design of organic electronic device applications.

• To explore experiments to directly measure intermolecular charge transfer in
photovoltaic heterojunction via electron photoemission.

• To develop the top-layer graphene growth to complete the proposed model or
ganic photovoltaic cells and molecular self-assembly on graphene.

• To continue D F T simulations involving the Au(788) step interaction and intro
duce a better representation of the van der Waals interaction into our model
calculations.

• To assemble other pentacene derivatives in close collaboration with Professor
M iller’s group at the UNH Chemistry department. For example, dihydropentacene (D H P ), a potential candidate for bottom-up fabrication of graphene
nanoribbons.

• To test different vicinal surfaces with various terrace width as templates for
molecular self-assembly.
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A p p e n d ix A
T h e A u ( 7 8 8 ) S a m p l e D r a w in g

Figure A -l: The Au(788) sample dimension, in the unit of millimeter.
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Figure B -l: The sample holder dimension, in the unit of millimeter.
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